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Types of ammunition

Adhesive Special Ammunition (ADH)
This is a type of ammunition with a heavy 
load of fast adhesive, designed to immobilize 
a target. 

Once hit by this kind of ammo, the target 
must make a PH Roll with a -6 Modifier. If he 
fails the roll, his state changes to Immobili-
zed, placing an Immobilized marker (IMM) 
besides the figure. Those troops Immobilized 
by failing the PH-6 roll cannot make the Guts 
Roll.

Armour Piercing Special Ammunition (AP)
This is a type of ammunition specially devi-
sed to penetrate armour plate and heavier 
vehicles. These projectiles incorporate AP 
Technology that allows them to pierce any 
plating like a hot knife through butter.Close 
Combat AP weapons usually incorporate 
specific Armour Piercing nanomachinery, or 
they are manufactured from Teseum, a neo-
material with Armor Piercing properties.

Armour Piercing Special Ammunition pene-
trates all armours, and in those superior to 0, 
reduces their value by half (Always rounding 
up), with a minimum ARM of 1. If the target 
is behind physical cover, the Armour Piercing 
Special Ammunition will only affect the ARM 
of the figure and not the Modifier given by 
the cover.

Double Action Special Ammunition (DA)
This Type of Ammunition is a high impact 
light calibre. The Double Action Special 
Ammunition has been developed as a reply 
to military requirements for a light ammuni-
tion with high stopping capability, which can 
be loaded in the main weapon of an Infantry 
soldier.

The Double Action Special Ammunition 
obliges its target to perform two ARM rolls. 
Even if the target fails the first of them, or is 
Unconscious, he must still make the second 
Roll. Criticals with DA Special Ammunition 
cause a direct Wound and require the target 
to perform the additional ARM Roll as well.

E/M2 Special Ammunition
Enhanced E/M Special Ammunition. It is desi-
gned for projectiles used by heavy weapons 
and those with reduced magazines in which 
its greater weight is not a problem.

The E/M2 Special Ammunition works like the 
E/M Special Ammunition but obliges its target 
to perform two BTS Rolls for each hit received.

Criticals with this ammunition cause the 
direct application of the E/M Special Ammu-
nition effects and deny a BTS Roll.

This is a type of ammunition designed to 
interfere with electronic systems through the 
emission of a powerful microwave pulse. 

If a miniature receives a hit from E/M Special 
Ammunition he must make an ARM Roll 
using his BTS Attribute. If he fails the roll, all 
his Equipment and Weaponry, if vulnerable, 
is affected by the E/M pulse and enters the 
Disabled (DIS) state.

Ariadnian Heavy Infantries and troops 
that are not Heavy Infantry, REM or T.A.G.s 
must make a Guts Roll when affected by 
the damage of E/M Ammunition. As an 
exception, those Heavy Infantry, T.A.G.s 
and REMs which are Immobilized by E/M 
Special Ammunition cannot perform the 
Guts Roll.

Explosive Special Ammunition (EXP)
Explosive Special Ammunition requires 
the miniature hit to perform three ARM 
rolls. Even if the target fails some of them, 
or is Unconscious, he must still make all 
three Rolls. Criticals with Explosive Special 
Ammunition cause a direct Wound and 
require the target to perform additional 2 
ARM Rolls.

Fire Special Ammunition (FIRE)
Ammunition which damages by Fire is desi-
gned to hurt with intense heat and flames, 
burning for as long as possible.

Once a miniature suffers Fire damage, he 
will have to make an Arm Roll. If he fails, 
he receives a Wound and will have to keep 
making ARM Rolls until he dies or passes an 
ARM Roll. After passing an ARM Roll, the Fire 
will be extinguished.

Fire Special Ammunition damages the sys-
tems of CH: Camouflage and CH: Camoufla-
ge TO, reducing this Special Skill to CH: 
Mimetism until they are repaired. Moreover, 
Fire Ammunition disables all levels of the 
Impersonation Special Skill, Optical Disrup-
tion Devices and Holoprojectors affected by 
the template, considering them Disabled 
until repaired.

Flash Special Ammunition
This class of weapon is comprised of all non-
lethal ammunitions that cause temporary 
incapacitation through sensory receptor 
overload.

A miniature affected by Flash Special 
Ammunition only can perform Short Mo-
vement Skills (Except Discover) and those 
which don’t require LoF for execution. The 
figure also cannot use any Special Skill 
which requires LoF to be employed. More-
over, the target will automatically fail the 
Guts Roll required after the BTS Roll, unless 
he possesses the V: Courage Special Skill or 
equivalent.

Criticals with Flash Ammunition directly 
apply its effects and deny a BTS Roll.

The Total Immunity Special Skill is ineffective 
against this kind of ammunition.

The effect of the Flash will prevail until 
the end of the Player Turn in which it was 
fired.

Guided Special Ammunition (GUI)
This type of ammunition is able to move 
around the battlefield and dodge any obsta-
cle until reaching a target determined by a 
Forward Observer. It allows shooting at an 
objective previously marked by the Obser-
ver, with no need of LoF or any BS Roll: the 
projectile automatically hits a marked target. 
The maximum rate of fire of Guided Special 
Ammunition, by magazine capacity and fire 
system re-calibration, is 5 rounds per Game 
Turn. Guided Ammunition can be hacked 
and intercepted by ECM as well. Guided 
projectiles have BTS–3.

Monofilament Special Ammunition (MF)
A monofilament is an edge as thick as a 
molecule, stabilized by a tenuous E/M field. A 
monofilament can cut through any material 
with minimum effort. The Special Ammunition, 
or Monofilament Weapons, reduces any ARM 
value to 0. It has a fixed Damage of 12 and kills 
right away (Dead state and remove from the 
game table) independent of the number of 
Wounds, points of Structure or Special Skills 
(Spawn-Embryo, Remote Presence…) that the 
target figure may have. Close Combat Monofi-
lament weapons do not add a Defense Bonus 
in Close Combat. Monofilament Weapons are 
affected by E/M Special Ammunition.

Monofilament Mines, when exploding, leave 
the area of detonation covered by a web of 
Monofilaments that can only be removed 
using an E/M weapon, or using the Engineer 
Special Skill.

Nanotech Special Ammunition
Nanotech weapons disperse a load of nano-
bots, microscopic robots charged with a lethal 
attack program. The effect they cause varies 
according to the type of program loaded, but 
the final result is always the same: loss of 1 
Wound. Nanotech weapons ignore normal ar-
mour, and can only be stopped by BTS. To resist 
the damage of Nanotech Special Ammunition 
a successful BTS Roll is required.

Plasma Special Ammunition
The Plasma used in this type of Ammuni-
tion is a type of ionized gas controlled by 
electromagnetic fields. An impact causes the 
disintegration of the E/M containment field, 
provoking the expansion of plasma in an ex-
plosive way. This type of Special Ammunition 
is characteristic of VoodooTech, the techno-
logy of the Rationalist Ur race, so nobody 
knows exactly how it works.

Plasma Special Ammunition causes simulta-
neous Normal and E/M Damage that disables 
the equipment and weaponry of the target. 
It requires the target to make an ARM Roll 
and a BTS Roll to avoid each type of damage. 
It also uses the Area of Effect Template from 
its point of impact to determine figures hit. 
A Critical with Plasma Special Ammunition 
means a direct Wound to the target and also 
a BTS roll.
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Smoke Special Ammunition (SMOKE)
Smoke Ammunition generates a Zero Visibi-
lity Zone with the size of a Circular Template 
and without height limit. Only grenades and 
grenade launchers can be loaded with this 
type of ammunition. The Smoke curtain will 
remain throughout the turn of the player 
in which it was thrown, and the Template is 
removed when the turn finishes.

Smoke Ammunition impairs vision comple-
tely, and the Template area is considered a 
Zero Visibility Zone. This Special Ammuniti-
on is used to interrupt the enemy’s LoF and 
to cover the advance of allied troops.

Shooting Smoke Special Ammunition is 
always considered an attack but being a 
type of non-offensive ammunition, it is not 
necessary to target a model and it can be 
launched at a point without any enemy 
miniature needing to be specified.

Stunning Special Ammunition
This type of non lethal ammunition is used 
to repress revolts, in operations where a big 
number of hostages is involved, to capture 
targets alive, or in sensitive areas such as badly 
pressurized zones. With the Stunning Ammo 
Special Damage, the Unconscious state only 
lasts a whole turn, applying its effect at the 
end of the Order, although further impacts will 
provoke Unconsciousness for as many turns as 
times the ARM Roll is failed. 

Stunning Special Ammunition is often used 
in missions where it is imperative to capture 
a target alive. It can be loaded into any 
MULTI weapon.

T2 Special Ammunition
T2 Special Ammunition causes 2 Wounds to the 
target for each ARM roll failed. A Critical with 
this ammunition causes 2 Wounds directly.

Viral Special Ammunition
It is a type of ammunition created to maxi-
mize the damage in a target organism.

The Attribute used to resist this Special Am-
munition is always BTS and not ARM.

Viral Special Ammunition requires its target 
to perform two BTS rolls. Even if the target 
fails the first of them, or is Unconscious, he 
must still make the second Roll. Criticals 
with Viral Special Ammunition cause a direct 
Wound and require the target to perform 
the additional BTS Roll as well.

Figures with 1 W, after a failed BTS roll, pass 
directly to the Dead state, ignoring the Un-
conscious state. This special effect doesn’t 
apply to miniatures whose profile has a 
base Wounds (W) Attribute higher than 1 
(Such as Heavy Infantry in powered armour), 
troops whose W value has been increased 
from 1 (Such those with the Striga Special 
Skill) and those figures with a STR Attribute 
instead of W, like Remotes or T.A.G.s. In such 
cases, the target must perform two BTS rolls, 
taking 1 Wound for each roll failed.

Viral Ammunition ignores Immunity (Total 
and Shock), Valor L2: Dogged and Valor L3: 
No Wound Incapacitation Special Skills. As 
a collateral effect, this Special Ammunition 
prevents biological beings using the Trans-
mutation Special Skill for the rest of the 
battle once they are wounded. Cover rules 
are applied as usual to Viral Ammunition 
attacks.

Zero-V Smoke Special Ammunition
The natural evolution of the traditional 
Smoke Ammunition“, Zero-V is totally 
impenetrable to all modern optical and 
sensor systems. The Zero-V Smoke Special 
Ammunition works as Smoke Ammunition, 
but establishes a Zero Visibility Zone which 
cannot be penetrated by any level of Multi-
spectral Visor.

Equipment

AutoMediKit
This is a nano-medical device that some 
troops have integrated to their personal 
tactical equipment. It injects nano-repairers 
automatically in their systems allowing 
them to recover from the Unconscious state.

It requires the spending of 1 Complete Or-
der and the passing of a PH roll. If the roll is 
successful, the figure recovers from 1 Wound 
automatically, leaving the Unconscious state 
and adding his Order to his army’s Orders 
Reserve as usual in the next active turn. If 
the figure fails his roll, he will automatical-
ly pass to the Dead state and will have to 
be removed from the battlefield. With an 
AutoMediKit, miniatures can recover from 
the Unconscious state as many times as 
necessary, provided that they pass their PH 
roll each time.

The AutoMediKit is a sophisticated device, 
a product of the highest technology, but it 
can be affected by E/M weapons. If it suffers 
from E/M damage an AutoMediKit will be 
Disabled.

AI Beacon
Data net signal emitter which allow Artificial 
Intelligences to enhance the range and effe-
ctiveness of their particular data sphere.

In game terms, the function of an AI Beacon 
is to provide 1 Order to the Order Reserve of 
its army.

An AI Beacon must always be deployed with 
AD: Combat Jump, but its deployment is 
performed during the Deployment Phase. 
If its Dispersion means it falls off the game 
table, it must be considered lost and cannot 
be recovered during the battle. An AI Beacon 
must be assigned to a Combat Group, which 
cannot surpass the maximum of ten Orders. 
This piece of Equipment is vulnerable to E/M 
Special Ammunition and cannot be picked up 
with the Booty Special Skill.

Baggage
Provisions, supplies and ammunition are key 
elements in long term operations, or in tho-
se developed far away from military supply 
lines. Baggage is Special Equipment which 
represents these supplies.

Baggage adds an extra 20 points to the Vic-
tory Points which its carrier would normally 
provide.

This increase in Victory Points is only used 
to work out the Retreat! percentage and the 
Victory Points the adversary receives from 
taking down or capturing the carrier of this 
piece of Equipment.

Biolocator
A biotechnological identification and loca-
tion device, capable of emitting a powerful 
signal that pinpoints its owner’s position on 
the battlefield.

By spending 1 Short Skill, the user can acti-
vate the Biolocator, creating the same effect 
as being automatically marked by a Forward 
Observer of his own army. This piece of 
Equipment cannot be used in ARO.

The activation of a Biolocator sees the user 
fall Unconscious at the end of that Order. 
The Unconscious bearer of an activated 
Biolocator can be targeted by friendly fire, 
including Guided Ammunition. The Bioloca-
tor is disconnected when the figure passes 
to Death state.

Biolocator is a single-use piece of Equip-
ment: if the figure is healed, or if it uses a 
Special Skill that can be employed in an 
Unconscious state (Such as V:Dogged, V: No 
Wound Incapacitation, Regeneration...) then 
the Biolocator is disconnected and it cannot 
be used again. Activating the Biolocator 
automatically nullifies the Explode Special 
Skill, if its carrier possesses it. This piece 
of Equipment is vulnerable to E/M Special 
Ammunition and cannot be picked up with 
the Booty Special Skill.

Braces
Some vehicles and T.A.G.s can carry troops 
on their bodywork. Each figure can cling 
to a single brace. The number of braces, 
indicated between brackets, marks the 
number of figures that the vehicle or T.A.G 
can transport.

In order to get on or off a brace, a figure 
must use the Short Skills Mount/Dismount. 
Troops gripping braces cannot perform any 
other action save Dismount or Dodge. When 
Dodging, it is always assumed that the figu-
re jumps off the vehicle.

Troops cannot be deployed already gripped 
to braces. 

Miniatures must be positioned next to the 
brace positions on the vehicle model when 
clinging to braces, in order to determine LoF 
and cover situations. The Maghariba Guard, 
for example, has its Braces in the rear area. 

If a vehicle or T.A.G. with figures gripped to 
braces is shot at, it must be indicated whe-
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ther the T.A.G. or the troops clinging to it 
are being targeted. Template weapons fired 
against the vehicle or T.A.G. will also affect 
the passengers.

Control Device
The Antipodes Control Device allows con-
trolling an Ariadna Assault Pack. It can be 
affected by E/M weapons.

Deployable Repeater
This portable and deployable instrument 
is used to amplify the range of hackers and 
is specially designed to be placed in a fixed 
point, covering a specific area. Placing and 
activating a Deployable Repeater is a Short 
Skill, and it must be marked by a Deployable 
Repeater Marker (REPEATER) placed in base 
contact with the user. Unlike Mines, it can-
not be Camouflaged.

Deployable Repeaters have ARM 0, BTS 0, 
STR 1 and an effective range radius of 8 in-
ches. Each figure with Deployable Repeater 
carries a total of 3.

Electronic Countermeasures (ECM)
This term encompasses all devices that ve-
hicles and T.A.G.s use to avoid and neutralize 
incoming enemy guided projectiles. 

Standard ECM includes a system of fire detecti-
on, localization and proximity radars as well as 
small battery of micromissiles loaded with na-
notechnological chaff. This equipment tampers 
with the systems of enemy guided projectiles, 
forcing them to deviate from their target and 
to explode out of range. ECM from Ariadna are 
similar to modern ones, although comparati-
vely bigger. Instead of nanotech micromissiles, 
their ECM systems are equipped with a battery 
of rockets that create a wall of explosions that 
detonate enemy guided projectiles.

ECM has a standard level of 5, requiring a 
Normal Roll of 5 or less for each incoming 
guided projectiles to deflect and detonate the 
projectile without causing any damage. ECM 
functions automatically and does not require 
spending of any Orders or having LoF and can 
be used in ARO. ECM allows reacting in ARO 
against enemy guided projectiles.

EVO Repeater
This device allows EVO troops who operate 
at long distance or from planetary orbit to 
give active support to their army’s Hackers 
throughout a battle.

The presence of an EVO Repeater increases the 
lethal capacity of Hackers, providing a greater 
power over enemy equipment and systems.

In game terms, having an EVO Repeater 
deployed on the game table allows the 
Hackers of its army, without spending any 
additional Orders, to choose between the 
following different Support Programmes for 
use when hacking:

1. Icebreaker. When making a hacking roll, 
the EVO halves the Biotechnological Shield 
(BTS) of the target, always rounding up.

2.Capture. Thanks to the EVO, the Hacker 
only needs 1 successful WIP Roll to comple-
tely possess a T.A.G. and control it in Posses-
sed status (Marker POS). This programme 
has no effect on T.A.G.s of the Combined 
Army.

3.Support Hacking. Up to three Hackers 
can spend an Order each to give support 
to a companion. Each Hacker supporting 
provides a +3 Modifier to the Hacking Roll of 
the supported figure.

4.Trajectory Assistant. By spending 1 Or-
der the Hacker provides a +3 Modifier to the 
PH Roll of a figure who is going to perform a 
Combat Jump. In the case of a Coordinated 
Combat Jump of various troops dropping 
all inside the same Circular Template, then 
it is only necessary for the Hacker to spend 
a single Order to provide assistance to all of 
them.

The Hacker must announce, immediately af-
ter declaring his Hacking Order, which of the 
four EVO Support Programmes he is going 
to use. The EVO Support Programmes are 
not combinable, not even in Coordinated 
Order. These Support Programmes cannot 
be used in ARO.

Hacking Guided Ammunition

In a reactive turn, thanks to the EVO 
Repeater, a successful Hacking Guided 
Ammunition action will not only cause a 
guided munition to miss, but will also jam a 
Forward Observer’s mark on its target. This 
only disables a Forward Observer’s mark as 
it applies to Guided Ammunition, not for 
its use in other attacks such as Speculative 
Shot. This effect lasts until the end of the 
turn.

If a Hacker with an EVO Repeater deployed 
on the battlefield hacks 1 Guided projectile 
fired against a figure marked by a Forward 
Observer, for the rest of the turn he will 
cause any Guided projectile shot at that 
miniature to miss automatically. Any further 
Guided projectile fired against such a figure 
during that turn will be deflected by the 
Hacker as an automatic ARO, without any 
roll necessary.

Following a successful Hacking Guided Am-
munition roll, a target may be marked again 
by the same, or another, Forward Observer 
to allow further Guided projectiles to be 
fired at it.

A new Hacking Guided Ammunition roll 
is required each and every time the target 
miniature is marked by another Forward 
Observer, or again by the same Forward 
Observer, in order to make Guided Ammu-
nition fired at the target miss. Each time a 
successful Hacking Guided Ammunition 
roll is made, any further Guided projectiles 
fired at the targeted figure, due to the most 
recent Forward Observer mark and during 
the current turn, will miss automatically.

The EVO Repeater also allows a Hacker who 
has been successful when Hacking Airborne 
Deployment, to choose from where on the 
game table the Dispersion of Emergency 
Jumping troopers will be determined

The EVO Repeater works as a Repeater 
for the Hackers of its army. This device is 
vulnerable to E/M Special Ammunition and 
cannot be picked up with the Booty Special 
Skill.

Hacking Device
This allows computer attacks to be perfor-
med against other systems and devices and 
also to defend against a cyberattack. See 
Hacking combat rules for details. 

All Hacking Devices are Repeaters for the 
other Hackers of the same army.

The Hacking Device Plus has an additional 
advanced system of Localization-Identi-
fication-Liaison that works as a Forward 
Observer, but only within the Hacker’s, or his 
Repeater’s, Zone of Control (8 inches): LoF 
with the enemy is not required. In order to 
mark a target with the Hacker Device Plus 
Forward Observer function, it is necessary 
to spend an Order and pass a WIP Roll. The 
target can react by Dodging the marking of 
the Forward Observer Hacking Device Plus, 
provided he has LoF.

Holoprojector
These three-dimensional image projector 
devices have evolved inside the military-
scientific complex from huge naval systems 
to personal units which are increasingly 
lighter and less bulky. The Holoprojector, in 
any format, offers a soldier several tactical 
possibilities, increasing his survival chance 
against enemy fire.

Holoprojector L1

The Holoprojector L1 technology emits a 
three-dimensional image which is capable 
of entirely covering its user and changing 
his external appearance partially or totally, 
as preferred, to make him look like another 
trooper in his own army. At tactical level this 
is one of the favourite psy-ops tools, using it 
to confuse the enemy and develop distrac-
ting manoeuvres. This device is affected by 
Fire and E/M Special Ammunitions.

In game terms, the Holoprojector L1 Special 
Equipment allows to its user to:

1. Holoprojector L1 Deployment. This use 
is exclusive to the Deployment Phase and 
does not require the spending of any Orders 
or making of rolls. The miniature is not de-
ployed in the usual way: instead he is dep-
loyed on the battlefield as a copy of another 
figure from his army, with the player placing 
the requisite miniature. The Holoprojector 
user and the trooper he is disguised as must 
be the same size (A human cannot become 
a Remote or a T.A.G. for example) but the 
Holoprojector figure can carry, in an illusory 
way, any weapon. The player must note in 
secret which is the real figure.

2. Holoprojector L1 Movement. The only 
Skills whose execution does not automati-
cally reveal the Holoprojector user are Cau-
tious Movement and all Short Movement 
Skills that do not require any roll (except 
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Alert). The Holoprojector user is revealed 
automatically when he is in base contact 
with another figure.

Any enemy figure in LoF who declares the 
Discover Short Skill or ARO and succeeds at 
a WIP Roll will reveal the Holoprojector. If 
the figure is Discovered or is automatically 
revealed, the fake miniature is replaced by 
the real one.

3. Re-Activating the Holoprojector L1. 
When the user has been Discovered, he 
can recover his Holoprojector active status, 
substituting his miniature with any other of 
his army. To do that it is necessary to spend 
1 Order, provided that he is not in the LoF 
of any enemy miniatures. A figure in TO Ca-
mouflage in LoF of a miniature that intends 
to activate the Holoprojector again will 
have to reveal himself if he wants to prevent 
the enemy from re-activating this Special 
Equipment

Holoprojector L2.

Holographic decoys emitter device which 
creates multiple images of its user to con-
fuse the enemy, increasing the number of 
potential targets, and therefore increasing 
his survival probabilities. The Holoprojector 
L2 controls several little swarms of nanobots 
which emit a three-dimensional and semi-
corporeal image, called a Holoecho, of the 
user. The Holoecho exactly replicates the 
physical appearance and movements of the 
user. However, the range of the Holopro-
jector is limited, so the holographic replicas 
must always stay near the user. This Special 
Equipment is affected by E/M ammunition.

In game terms, the Holoprojector L2 allows 
to the user to perform: 

1. Deployment with Holoechoes. This use 
is exclusive to the Deployment Phase and 
does not require the spending of any Orders 
or making of any rolls. The miniature is not 
deployed in the usual way. Instead, a figure 
is placed on the table with 2 Holoecho Mar-
kers (HOLO) around it. The player must take 
note of which one is the real figure, whether 
the Holoecho 1 marker, the Holoecho 2 
marker or the actual figure. The Holoechoes 
and the figure must be placed inside the 
area of a Circular Template. Each time the 
adversary succeeds at a WIP roll, or any kind 
of attack at a Holoecho or the figure, the pla-
yer must declare if it is the real Holoprojec-
tor user, or only a Holographic decoy. If it is 
the real figure, the Holoecho Markers must 
be removed from the game table, replacing 
the Markers with the figure, if it was hidden 
behind one. But, if it only was a holographic 
decoy, that Marker is withdraw from the 
game table.

In game terms, a Holoecho Marker is always 
the same height as the figure it replicates 
(Unless it has a Prone Marker beside it). In 
this situation, a Prone Marker must be pla-
ced besides the Holoecho Marker.

It is not allowed to combine the effects of 
the Holoprojector L1 with the Holoechoes of 
the Holoprojector L2.

2. Holoechoes in Movement: This allows 
to the miniature to move surrounded by 
holographic decoys which multiply the tar-
gets available to the enemy. Each Holoecho 

reproduces exactly the appearance and 
moves of the user. By spending 1 Order, the 
figure and the Holoechoes move and act at 
the same time, performing exactly the same 
Order, in this way it acts like a Coordinated 
Order in terms of AROs.

Holoechoes cannot interact with the envi-
ronment as they are simple three-dimensio-
nal images moving through the battlefield. 
The only Skills whose execution does not 
automatically reveal the Holoprojector 
user are Cautious Movement and all Short 
Movement Skills that do not require any roll 
(except Alert). The user, or the Holoechoes, 
reveal automatically when he is in base 
contact with another figure.

If the real figure is Discovered or is auto-
matically revealed, all Holoecho Markers 
must be removed, placing the real figure in 
the corresponding location. Moreover, if a 
Holoecho receives an impact, or a successful 
attack, it will be deactivated, removing it 
from the battlefield.

The Holoechoes count as real figures to 
provide AROs, to draw LoF and to activate 
enemy weapons or devices (For example, 
Mines, E/Maulers…) but as they move as in a 
Coordinated Order, they give only 1 ARO to 
each miniature in LoF.

The Holoechoes will always keep the distan-
ce established by the user, so they never will 
go out of the Circular Template area.

3. Re-Activate a Holoprojector L2. When 
a figure has all his Holoechoes deactivated 
(The miniature is on the game table without 
any Holoecho Markers around him) he can 
recover the Holoprojector’s active status. 
He re-places the Holoecho Markers in base 
to base contact and makes note in secret 
which one is the real user. To re-activate the 
Holoprojector is a Long Skill which requires 
to spend 1 Order, provided that the figure is 
not in the LoF of any enemy miniatures. A fi-
gure in TO Camouflage in LoF of a miniature 
that intends to re-activate a Holoprojector 
will have to reveal himself if he wants to 
prevent his enemy from doing so.

Ejection System
T.A.G. and Vehicle emergency evacuation 
device. This Special Equipment allows eva-
cuation of the operator from their vehicle 
through an automatic quick ejection system.

In game terms, the Ejection System is tran-
slated as an AD: Combat Jump, but with a 
range of 8 inches from the vehicle, and with 
no Order spending required. The automatic 
activation of the Ejection System requires 
the Operator to make a Normal PH roll, 
using his own PH and not that of the T.A.G.

The Ejection System is automatically activa-
ted when a T.A.G. has lost all its STR points. 
If the T.A.G. loses even one point more 
than this, then it will be the Operator who 
receives the overflow Damage. The T.A.G.’s 
ARM value must be used to perform the 
ARM Rolls until the Operator figure is placed 
on the game table. The Ejection System 
activates automatically, in both active and 
reactive turns, at the end of the [„Order in 
which the T.A.G. has lost all of its STR points. 

The activation will be automatic, even if the 
Operator is Unconscious or Dead, or the 
T.A.G. is Immobilized (Through Hacking, 
Adhesive or E/M Special Ammunition or any 
other reason) or Possessed. As it doesn’t 
require the spending of an Order, enemy 
figures cannot react to the ejection or the 
landing.

The Operator will always be required to 
make a PH Roll to calculate the Dispersion, 
if necessary, even if the T.A.G. is Possessed. If 
the Operator fails the PH Roll, to know whe-
re he disperses, the centre of the [„Circular 
Template must be placed over the T.A.G. 
with the number 1 pointing to the centre 
of the game table. The second digit of the 
dice Roll indicates the direction in which the 
figure deviates. The Distance of Dispersion 
with the Ejection System is always 8 inches. 
If deviation prompts the Operator to fall 
outside the battlefield, he will have to spend 
an extra Order from the Orders Reserve to 
appear on the border of the game table at 
the point where he would have left.

After the activation of the Ejection System, 
the T.A.G. is considered destroyed, without 
any possibility of repair, and can be removed 
from the game table.

The player will have the Order provided by 
the T.A.G. with an Ejection System until its 
Operator falls Unconscious or Dead.

T.A.G.s with Ejection System don’t give 
Victory Points until the Operator is elimina-
ted, in an Unconscious or Dead state. If the 
Operator is a troop type that can be hacked, 
or affected by E/M Special Ammunition, it is 
not allowed to perform any hacking on him, 
or apply E/M effects to him, until his figure is 
placed on the game table.

The Ejection System is fully automatic, 
ejection cannot be avoided and cannot be 
activated voluntarily by the player. This pie-
ce of Equipment cannot be affected by E/M 
Special Ammunition and cannot be picked 
up with the Booty Special Skill.

The Operator of a T.A.G. or Vehicle equipped 
with an Ejection System does not have the 
Pilot Special Skill.

Kuang Shi Control Device
This allows the enlisting of various Kuang 
Shi. Moreover, by spending 1 only Order, this 
device allows detonation of all the Kuang 
Shi in that Combat Group at the same time. 
This collective explosion is a Long Skill that 
cannot be activated in ARO.

The user of the Control Device and the 
Kuang Shi must be in the same Combat 
Group. There is no limit to the range of this 
Device, and it is not necessary for the user to 
have LoF with the Kuang Shi. If the Control 
Device is Disabled, or if its user falls Un-
conscious or Dead, the Kuang Shi will keep 
acting normally. If the Kuang Shi disband 
when affected by the Retreat! rule, they will 
all explode automatically, with no spending 
of Orders or ARO necessary. This piece of 
Equipment is vulnerable to E/M Special 
Ammunition.

The Kuang Shi Control Device is the clearest 
example of the Celestial Guard’s cruelty, and 
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evidence of their relentless attitude against 
the enemies of the State and Emperor. Some 
sanction proposals have been presented in 
the Öberhaus, the Senate of O-12, against 
Yu Jing’s government for the use of this 
prohibited device. However, thanks to the 
diplomatic ability and the political and eco-
nomic influence of Yu Jing, these proposals 
never have achieved the necessary support 
to pass.

MediKit
This is a wound recovery medical device 
carried by all Paramedics. It is used to heal 
Unconscious miniatures.

Using the MediKit is a Short Skill that requi-
res a PH Roll with a -3 Modifier by the pa-
tient. If he fails his roll, he will immediately 
pass to the Dead state and will be removed 
from the game table. If he passes the roll, 
the patient recovers 1 Wound, automatically 
leaving the Unconscious state and contribu-
ting his Order again to the Orders Reserve of 
his army in the next active turn.

With a MediKit, miniatures can be healed 
from the Unconscious state as many times 
as necessary, provided they pass their PH-3 
Rolls. Human MediKits do not work on 
Aliens (Assault Packs, Dog-Warriors, etc.) and 
vice versa.

Minesweeper
This is a mine detection and deactivation 
device. A figure carrying this Special Equip-
ment can invert the Identify Friend or Foe 
(IFF) system of enemy Deployable Weapons 
[Antipersonnel Mines (Monofilament, Biomi-
nes, Viral Mines…) E/Maulers, CrazyKoalas...] 
to friendly signal wavelengths. To do this, 
the user moves inside a Deployable Wea-
pon’s area of effect and, spending 1 Short 
Skill or ARO, makes a Normal WIP Roll. If 
successful, the weapon will not explode and 
will instead become owned by the Mine-
sweeper’s army, detonating only against tro-
ops of its former owner. If the Minesweeper 
fails the WIP Roll, the Deployable Weapon 
activates, exploding, emitting an E/M pulse 
or whatever effect it normally has.

If the Minesweeper figure is inside the Area 
of Effect of various Mines, it only needs one 
roll to use this device against all of them. 
The Minesweeper device can be used aga-
inst Mines which have not been previously 
Discovered. It is vulnerable to E/M Special 
Ammunition. A Minesweeper cannot be 
used against Deployable Equipment, such 
as Deployable Repeaters. This piece of 
Equipment cannot be picked up with the 
Booty Special Skill. 

Motorcycle
An individual light vehicle characterized by 
its great speed and manoeuvrability. Mo-
dern army motorcycles are hybrid off-road 
multipurpose vehicles and adapt themsel-
ves to any environment or situation. In order 

to reflect this in the game, Motorcycles 
can use the Dodge Skill with a –6 MOD. 
Normally, army Motorcycles have an integra-
ted Light Grenade Launcher with Smoke 
Special Ammunition. Motorcycles are not 
susceptible to being hacked, although they 
are affected by E/M Special Ammunition. 
Motorcycles cannot Overrun.

Multispectral Visor
This device increases the visual capacity of 
the miniature to track diverse wavelengths. 
It has a special ability to detect hidden 
figures. This Special Equipment device has 
three levels:

•Level 1: This allows the performance of 
Discover or Shoot rolls without having to 
apply the Modifiers for CH: Mimetism, CH: 
Camouflage and Low Visibility Zones.

•Level 2: This allows the performance of Dis-
cover or Shoot rolls without having to apply 
any Modifier for any level of the Camouflage 
and Hiding (CH) Special Skill, for Optical 
Disruption Device (ODD) and Low Visibility 
Zones.

Level 2 allows LoF through Zero Visibility 
Zones and doesn’t apply the –6 Modifier.

•Level 3: This works exactly the same as the 
previous levels but will also allow attacks 
against a Camouflage or a TO Camouflage 
Marker without having to pass any Disco-
ver roll previously. These attacks against 
a Marker do not reveal it to the rest of the 
army. Also, L3 prevents the use of Combat 
Camouflage and Combat TO Camouflage 
against its user.

Nanoscreen
This device creates a thick screen of na-
nobots that are capable of stopping any 
ranged attack (such as standard projectiles 
or a Forward Observer’s marker) but not the 
Close Combat or Movement of a figure. The 
cloud of nanobots required to be effective 
is so thick that the Nanoscreen must be 
considered a physical obstacle, operating si-
milarly to a form of mobile Partial Cover. The 
Nanoscreen must always be in base contact 
and move simultaneously with its user, with 
no spending of extra Orders required. When 
performing a Short Movement Skill, the 
Nanoscreen can be freely positioned around 
its carrier’s base, to cover various directi-
ons and different AROs, providing Partial 
Cover all along his path. If the carrier goes 
Prone, the Nanoscreen will descend with 
him, continuing to provide Partial Cover 
but never Total Cover. In reactive turn, if the 
carrier declares any Short Movement Skill, or 
Dodge, then the Nanoscreen will be placed 
to cover the incoming projectile. Only the 
carrier can benefit from the effect of this 
device. The Nanoscreen is automatic-use 
Special Equipment and does not require the 
spending of any Orders or the making of any 
rolls to activate it.

The Nanoscreen is ineffective against E/M, 
Fire and Plasma Special Ammunitions, 
deactivating automatically at the end of any 

Order in which it is struck by one of them. It 
cannot be reactivated until a figure with the 
Engineer Special Skill repairs it.

Cover Modifiers cannot be added to the 
Partial Cover Modifier of BS-3 provided by 
the Nanoscreen. This device cannot be used 
in Close Combat.

The Nanoscreen is an acetate sheet that 
must be attached to a base to play with it.

Neurocinetics
The owner of this Special Equipment has 
enhanced response implants, giving him a 
higher capacity for reaction.

The figure, in his reactive turn, can fire the 
complete B of his weapon. However, in his 
active turn, he is limited to firing at B1. This 
Special Equipment is always in effect and 
the player cannot avoid using it. Use of Neu-
rocinetics Special Equipment is automatic 
and does not require the spending of any 
Order. The Neurocinetics are not affected 
by E/M Special Ammunition. This piece of 
Equipment cannot be picked up with the 
Booty Special Skill.

Optical Disruption Device (ODD)
This is a device used to disrupt photons, 
impairing a clear visualization of the figure 
bearing it and merging it with its surroun-
dings. ODD equipment functions automati-
cally, and does not require the spending of 
any Order. ODD Modifiers are not applied 
in Close Combat. There are two types of de-
vices, small personal models and Disruptor 
Fields, which are bigger and have a higher 
range.

1.Level 1-Optical Disruptor: This Special 
Skill produces a personal field of photonic 
perturbation, frustrating any attempt to 
aim at its bearer. It allows the possessor, 
without spending any Order or making any 
roll, to deploy with an activated OD. During 
the battle, any figure trying to aim at the 
possessor of an OD will suffer a –6 to his BS 
Attribute rolls 

2.Level 2-Optical Disruptor Field: More 
powerful than the previous level and with a 
higher range, it creates an Optical Disruptor 
Field around the miniature the diameter of a 
Circular Template.

Deployment of ODF. This allows deployment 
with an activated Optical Disruptor Field, 
without having to spend any Order or make 
any roll. This functions only in the deploy-
ment phase. 

Defensive ODF. During the battle, any figure 
aiming at the bearer of an activated ODF will 
suffer a –6 to his BS Attribute roll. Defensive 
ODFs do not require any Order or need any 
roll. Any miniature placed within an ODF 
area receives a –6 Modifier to be shot at that 
is lost after leaving the field. 

ODF in combat. Figures can act normally 
inside the ODF without losing the –6 effect 
when shot at. The Modifier from an ODF is 
not cumulative with those from Camoufla-
ge and Hiding (CH). If a figure is in Close 
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Combat within an ODF, the -6 Modifier is not 
applied to CC Attribute rolls.

Powered Armour and Traditional Armour

Heavy powered armour is an important ad-
dition to the level of protection of a soldier, 
as well as a boost to their strength, stamina 
and fire control ability. On one hand, their 
automedic systems, able to prevent certain 
levels of interior trauma, leaves the soldier 
untouched by Shock Ammunition: on the 
other, powered armour is susceptible to 
being hacked and suffers Damage from E/M 
Special Ammunition.

A heavy powered armour taken with the 
Booty Special Skill only gives its ARM value 
and no other Attributes, and it is not affec-
ted by E/M Special Ammunition. 

Traditional heavy armour, typical of Ariadna, 
is not powered and only allows a higher 
protection level to their possessor. Use of 
Teseum in these armours helps provide a 
good Protection/Weight/Comfort ratio. Tra-
ditional armour cannot be hacked and is not 
affected by E/M Special Ammunition. 

T.A.G. (Tactical Armoured Gear)
T.A.G.s are closed armoured vehicles, so dama-
ge will always affect the vehicle much more 
than any of its pilots. For this reason, instead of 
Wounds they have Structure values.

Manned T.A.G.s cannot be repaired once 
they pass from Unconscious to Dead (Taking 
the fourth point of Structure damage), while 
Remote Presence T.A.G.s can be repaired 
and recovered from the Dead state. An 
additional Wound Marker should be placed 
to indicate the Dead state of the T.A.G. If a 
Remote Presence T.A.G. suffers two points of 
Structure more than indicated by its STR At-
tribute it is considered destroyed and must 
be removed from the battlefield.

Remote Presence T.A.G.s possess the Valor: 
Courage Special Skill, as their pilots, being phy-
sically distant from the battle, do not fear ene-
my fire. T.A.G.s without the G: Remote Presence 
Special Skill are considered to be manned.

T.A.G.s allow the enrolment of Remotes 
in the army as Hackers do. They possess a 
line of communication with the Remotes, 
actualising their performance protocols to 
prevent the enemy decoding their move-
ment, combat or remote activity programs.

Archaic T.A.G.s are not susceptible to be 
hacked as they are so old that they do not 
possess the advanced cybernetic systems 
required to allow an effective computerised 
interference.

In Close Combat, T.A.G.s do not require Clo-
se Combat weapons since they can use their 
fists, causing Damage of PH-2.

T.A.G.s cannot be picked as Booty by the 
figures that possess that Special Skill.

Traktor Mul Control Device
This allows the enlisting of Ariadnan Traktor 
Mul Remotes. The user of the Control Device 
and the Traktor Mul must be in the same 

Combat Group. There is no limit to the range 
of this Device, and it is not necessary for 
user to have LoF with the Traktor Mul. If the 
Control Device is Disabled, or if its user falls 
Unconscious or dies, the Traktor Mul will 
keep acting in a normal way, and can be 
activated by any Order or ARO. This piece 
of Equipment is vulnerable to E/M Special 
Ammunition. 

X-2 Visor
The second generation of the X-Visor 
converts the Long Distance and Maximum 
Distance Modifiers to 0, for any roll which 
requires their application, no matter whe-
ther its owner is trying to Discover, Shoot, 
mark with Forward Observer, and with no 
limitations on the weapon used.

The X-2 Visor is an automatic device and 
does not require the spending of any Orders 
or making of rolls to use it. This piece of 
Equipment is vulnerable to E/M Special 
Ammunition.

X Visor
Technological and evolutionary advances 
have given this miniature a vision with a 
zoom effect. Modifiers for Long Distance 
are reduced to 0 and those of Maximum 
Distance drop to –3.

360º Visor
The miniature possesses a natural or artifi-
cial capacity of seeing his surroundings in 
360º. A 360º Visor functions automatically 
and does not require the spending of an 
Order to be activated. It allows a LoF of 360º, 
so the figure has no blind points and cannot 
be surprised from behind.

Common skills

Alert
Spending 1 ARO, the miniature can warn his 
companions that they are going to be attac-
ked from behind, provided he has a LoF to 
the attacker. All companion figures can be 
turned to face the enemy, but do not receive 
an ARO to act against it immediately. They 
will of course gain ARO against subsequent 
Orders.

Ballistic Skills Attack (Shoot)
A Short Skill that allows use of a ballistic 
skill weapon: the Attribute is modified by 
Distances and Cover.

Cautious Movement
T.A.G.s, Remotes, Motorcycles, and vehicles 
do not have this Skill. This Long Skill allows 
the miniature to move carefully from one 
point outside the enemy’s LoF to another 
point also outside the LoF of all his enemies.

The figure moves a maximum equivalent to 
his first value in MOV as long as his start and 
end points are not in an enemy LoF. He will 
not generate any ARO if a LoF is crossed in 
the movement. Cautious Movement cannot 
be used within the radius of the enemy’s 
Zone of Control. The use of this Long Skill 
must be declared before performing the 
manoeuvre.

Change Facing
This Short Movement Skill allows a minia-
ture to change the direction of his facing 
without moving. By Spending 1 ARO, a 
miniature can turn to face any enemy mini-
ature that has entered his Zone of Control 
or otherwise alerted him. If the miniature 
does not have an ARO, it can Change Facing 
if it is hit by an enemy attack or if an allied 
miniature receives a hit inside its Zone of 
Control. It is not necessary to roll dice to 
perform this Skill.

Climbing
Motorcycles and Vehicles cannot perform 
this Skill. A Short Movement Skill that allows 
vertical movement, climbing a number of 
inches equivalent to half the figure’s MOV 
Attribute for each use of the Skill. To be able 
to Climb, the miniature must make a Normal 
PH Roll. If a Roll is failed, the miniature 
falls the distance travelled so far: see the 
Damage section, Damage from Falling. 
While climbing, a miniature will not be able 
to use any other Short Skills. If the Climbing 
Movement does not finish at the top of a 
wall, the figure remains hanging from it and 
is not able to use any other Skill until the 
climb is completed.

Close Combat Attack
This Short Skill allows use of Close Combat 
weapons with the CC Attribute.

Coordinated Order
Coordinated Orders are organized acti-
ons or manoeuvres performed by several 
figures that will try to minimize any possible 
reaction of the enemy, benefiting from their 
numerical advantage and acting at once 
against the same target. A Coordinated 
Order requires the spending of 1 Order for 
each participant miniature. If composed 
of two Short Skills, the Coordinated Order 
must be stated fully before the opponent 
announces his ARO. Coordinated Order 
cannot be performed in ARO.

Any Skill can be used in a Coordinated 
Order. All the figures participating in it must 
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perform exactly the same Skills and in the 
same order so as to reflect coordination in 
the manoeuvre.

Certain Skills call for a common goal for all 
characters participating in order to execute 
a Coordinated Order, hence all the figures 
sharing the Coordinated Order must execute 
these Skills against the same objective (For 
example, [„Shooting at a certain miniature).

Coordinated Order:

Skills with a common target

Attack: Ballistic Skills (BS)/Shoot

Attack: Close Combat (CC)

Attack: Forward Observer

Attack: Intuitive

Attack: Overrun

Attack: Sepsitor

Attack: Speculative Shot

Attack: Suppression Fire

Discover

Doctor

Engineer

Hacker

Use MediKit

The remaining skills, those not listed in the 
preceding table, do not require a common 
goal to be executed in a Coordinated man-
ner. For instance, 3 miniatures acting in co-
ordination can move in different directions.

In a Coordinated Order to Shoot, the Burst (B) of 
each miniature participating is halved, always 
rounding up: the minimum B value being 1.

In a Doctor, Use MediKit, or Engineer Coor-
dinated Order, a successful Roll and a failed 
one will cancel each other, so the target will 
not suffer any change at all.

You can use Impetuous Orders to perform 
Coordinated Orders.

Miniatures performing a Coordinated Order 
provide only one ARO to each enemy minia-
ture that is in LOF.

You can Coordinate a maximum of 4 minia-
tures. Coordinated Orders must be declared 
in unison. You can only Coordinate figures 
possessing the same type of instruction (Re-
gular/Irregular) and belonging to the same 
Combat Group. Miniatures participating in a 
Coordinated Order do not need to be at any 
given distance from each other.

Discover
This Short Movement Skill allows discove-
ry of a miniature in LoF represented by a 
Camouflage Marker, TO Camouflage Marker 
or Impersonation Marker. A Normal WIP 
Roll must be made, applying the relevant 
Modifier (Camouflage, TO Camouflage, etc.). 
To be able to Discover a figure, distance 
Modifiers must be applied as the farther a 
figure is, the more difficult it is to Discover. 
Distance Modifiers are applied according to 
the following table:

Distance  8“  32“  48“  +48“

Modifier  +3  0  -3  -6

If the WIP Roll is successful, the Marker must 
be removed and the figure placed in its po-
sition. The miniature will remain visible until 
it is camouflaged again.

If a miniature fails when trying to Discover a 
Camouflage Marker, TO Camouflage Marker 
or Impersonation Marker, he will not be able 
to try again until the next Turn with an ARO 
or with an Order in his next Active Turn. It 
may attempt to Discover other Markers after 
a failed attempt.

Dodge
Dodge is a Short Skill that allows a PH Face 
to Face Roll to be made against BS, CC, PH or 
Forward Observer Skills to avoid an enemy 
attack in LoF. A Dodging figure can spend 
the rest of his Order to carry out or finish his 
Movement. Dodge also allows to disengage 
from a Close Combat.

A figure dodging in ARO can move half of 
its first MOV value, or make any other Short 
Movement Skill that does not require a roll.

A Dodge roll in the Active turn can be used 
to face all the ARO generated by an Order. 
In ARO, a Dodge roll will face all the shots 
of the Burst (B) or all actions done by the 
miniatures under Coordinated Order (Dodge 
all blows in Close Combat, dodge different 
opponents’ shots etc.)

T.A.Gs, Remotes and Motorcycles must 
always apply a -6 MOD in order to Dodge. 
Vehicles cannot Dodge.

In case of a draw of Attack and Dodge, the 
winner is the figure that has the Attribute 
with the highest value.

Exceptions are Rolls against Direct Tem-
plate weapons (Chain Rifle, Flamethrower, 
and Nanopulser) and others such as the 
Special Skill Explode. In this case, to be 
able to Dodge the impact a Roll of PH with 
a –6 Modifier must be made. The Modifier 
indicates the higher difficulty in Dodging a 
shot from an area saturation weapon. If the 
roll is successful, the miniature dodges the 
impact even if he is within the area of effect 
of the Template.

Get Up
A Short Movement Skill that allows a minia-
ture‘s stance to change from Prone to stan-
ding, removing the Prone position marker.

Intuitive Attack
With Intuitive Attack, a miniature can detect 
movement and shoot to cover a wide area 
where the enemy could be. Intuitive Attack 
can only be performed with Direct Template 
weapons (Flamethrower, Nanopulser, Chain 
Rifle...) deployable weapons and equipment 
(Mines, E/Mauler, Deployable Repeater, 
CrazyKoalas …) and the E/Marat. This Skill 

allows performing of an attack against 
a camouflaged figure that has not been 
discovered previously, as well as figures 
inside Zero Visibility Zone (like a Smoke 
template) or shooting from inside a Zero 
Visibility Zone. It also allows placement of a 
deployable weapon with an enemy inside 
its area of effect.

Intuitive Attack is a Long Skill that consumes 
1 Order. To be able to make an Intuitive At-
tack a figure must succeed in a WIP Normal 
Roll with no Modifiers (MODs from Distance 
and Skills CH: Camouflage and Hiding are 
not applied). If the camouflaged figure starts 
shooting, any shots will be simultaneous 
with Normal Rolls. If the camouflaged figure 
receives a hit, he will have to reveal himself, 
removing the Camouflage Marker and pla-
cing the appropriate figure, even if his ARM 
Roll is successful.

If the WIP roll is failed, it is not allowed to re-
peat the Intuitive Attack on the same target 
until the next Game Turn.

Jump
Jump is a Short Movement Skill that allows 
performance of a horizontal MOV to avoid a 
hole or a vertical jump to clear an obstacle. 
To be able to jump, the distance (either 
vertical, horizontal, or diagonal) between 
the start point and the landing point must 
be measured and be within half the figure’s 
MOV Attribute. A PH Roll with no Modifiers 
must be successfully made to complete the 
jump.

When this Skill is repeated in the same Or-
der, a jump will not cover a longer distance, 
but two consecutive jumps can be made 
with two PH Rolls. In order to do this, it is 
compulsory that between each jump there 
is a rest point. In the second jump, the figure 
moves half of his second MOV Attribute.

Any height greater than half the height of 
the miniature requires a Normal Roll of PH 
in order to be cleared. If the roll fails, see the 
section Damage: Damage from Falling.

If when making a jump, MOV does not 
allow a landing point in which to situate 
the miniature, it is assumed that he falls 
vertically to the ground from the final point 
of his Movement. This height is calculated to 
estimate the Damage From Falling

During a jump, no other Short Skills may be 
used until the figure lands.

Move
Move is a Short Movement Skill that allows 
the miniature to cover a number of inches 
equal to the first value of his MOV Attribute. 
Repeating this Skill in the same Order allows 
the figure to move a number of inches equal 
to the second value of the MOV Attribute. It 
is not compulsory to move the total distan-
ce indicated by the MOV values.

When declaring Movement, the complete and 
exact route taken by a figure must be described 
so that an opponent can announce his ARO.

A figure can pass over any obstacle whose 
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height is equal or less than half of his own 
without suffering restrictions to his Move-
ment.

Mount/Dismount
This Short Movement Skill allows mounting 
or dismounting of a vehicle or mount.

Open/Close
A Short Movement Skill that allows opening 
or closing of doors or windows and manipu-
lating other mobile elements of scenery on 
the game table.

Prone
Prone is a Short Movement Skill that allows 
the miniature to assume a Prone position, 
placing a Prone Marker (PRONE) next to it.

Troops in Prone Stance have their Move-
ment values halved and cannot Jump or 
Mount/Dismount. Example: a Prone figure 
that declares Dodge will only move 1 inch 
and not the usual 2 inches. A figure in Prone 
Stance is considered to be the height of his 
base.

T.A.G.s, Remotes, Vehicles, and Motorcycles 
cannot use the Prone position. Except these 
figures, any miniature can be [„deployed 
Prone by placing a Prone Marker besides it.

Speculative Shot
A Speculative Shot, Long Skill that requires 
1 Order to be spent, is when a figure or area 
out of LoF (When shooting over a wall or 
through a window), is targeted with some 
form of Parabolic Fire weapon (i.e. a grena-
de). These weapons may be aimed at a zone 
or area, but a target figure must always be 
nominated: so a grenade cannot be thrown 
through a window into a room without 
nominating a figure inside the room as the 
target.

Figures with Camouflage or TO Camouflage 
cannot be chosen as targets. A nearby zone 
also may not be targeted in order to cover 
them with a Template, as it is assumed that 
if they have not been discovered there is no 
reason to shoot there. Figures not Camoufla-
ged or TO Camouflaged can be targeted 
with Speculative Shot, as their position is 
known thanks to Satellites or other Search 
and Location systems.

Speculative Shot allows a weapon to be 
shot, or a grenade thrown, towards a point 
in the field rather than an actual figure, 
providing that when placing the centre of 
the Template on the point of impact, this 
affects the miniature nominated when firing 
(And that miniature cannot be Camouflaged 
or TO Camouflaged).

When using Speculative Shot, an entire 
Order is spent and a Modifier of -6 is applied 
to the BS or PH roll required.

If using grenades, a grenade launcher, or any 
other Parabolic Fire weapon, firing at targets 

behind the smoke of a grenade or in a Zero 
or Low Visibility Zone is always considered 
to be a Speculative Shot.

Suppression Fire (SF)
This is a Long Skill that requires an entire 
Order to be spent to allow a figure to 
engage in Suppression Fire. A Suppressi-
on Fire Marker (SUP FIRE) is placed on the 
table: the centre of the marker must be in 
a straight line with the LoF of the firer, with 
no obstacles in between, and no further 
than the Long range of the wielded weapon. 
Suppression Fire creates a corridor of fire as 
wide as the Marker, drawn in a straight line 
from the base of the attacker to the extent 
of the weapon‘s extreme range, unless 
blocked by terrain.

Suppression Fire (SF) allows firing the 
complete Burst (B) of a weapon in ARO. 
Any miniature, allied or enemy, in LoF, that 
touches a SF corridor will receive (if the SF 
figure succeeds at its BS rolls) all the shots 
indicated by the B of its weapon, in reactive 
firing. The complete B of the weapon will be 
fired at each and every miniature activated 
in LoF by Order inside a SF corridor; and at 
any miniature that enters a SF corridor in 
LoF with a Normal Move, Dodge, Coordina-
ted Order, Cautious Movement or any Short 
Movement Skill.

If a Suppression Fire area is placed over a 
figure, he may be shot at as many times as 
allowed by the Weapon’s B value, when be 
activated by an Order in his active turn. Note 
that Suppression Fire cannot be undertaken 
with an ARO.

In active turn, to place a Suppression Fire 
allows, with the same Order, to shoot in a 
normal way to those miniatures placed in 
LoF inside it.

The Suppression Fire area is maintained 
until the beginning of the next active turn of 
the player who declared it.

A miniature with Suppression Fire will auto-
matically have it cancelled if he tries to use 
any other Skill but Suppression Fire. This rule 
applies for active and reactive turns.

Suppression Fire may be used against Zones 
of Zero Visibility (Smoke grenades, thick jun-
gle, etc.). SF allows firing at figures placed 
inside or behind these zones, but with a BS 
Mod of –6.

Swim
A Short Movement Skill that allows half a 
figure’s MOV Attribute to be used when tra-
versing a liquid medium. Repeating this Skill 
in the same Order allows the figure to move 
half the second value of the MOV Attribute.

Special Skills

Airborne Deployment (AD)
Units of Airborne Deployed Infantry use 
aircraft to move to areas of the battlefield 
where they can cause the greatest damage 
when deployed.

Miniatures using Airborne Deployment are 
not placed on the table during the Deploy-
ment Phase. If the miniature is not deployed 
on the table, it does not add its Order to the 
Orders Reserve until it enters the combat 
zone. A figure with Airborne Deployment 
can also be placed in the normal way at the 
beginning of the battle, inside the player’s 
Deployment Zone, if desired.

To enter the combat zone, figures with Air-
borne Deployment do not use Orders from 
the Orders Reserve of the army. Instead, 
they use their own Order, which is not part 
of the Orders Reserve.

If the Lieutenant possesses this Special Skill, 
he must be deployed at the beginning of 
the battle in the player’s Deployment Zone 
or his army will be in a Loss of Lieutenant 
situation. In a Retreat! situation, all troops 
with AD who still have not been deployed 
cannot be placed on the game table.

There are four levels of Airborne Deploy-
ment.

1. Parachutist

This miniature has been trained to deploy 
by using a parachute or rappelling from an 
aircraft, in the moments prior to combat, 
arriving from outside of the battlefield at the 
most critical point. 

The eight sections used for Airborne Dep-
loyment (AD)

In the deployment phase, AD: Parachutist 
allows the miniature, without spending 
Orders or having to make any roll, to avoid 
being placed on the battlefield. The borders 
of the game table must be divided into 
imaginary sections of equal proportion 
(Two per side, eight in total) to determine 
the parachutists point of entrance. An entry 
section from the eight is chosen before the 
battle starts for each figure, noted in secret 
so that it can be verified when the figure is 
deployed.

When the player decides to Deploy the 
figure, 1 Order is spent (The miniature’s own, 
not one from the Orders Reserve) and the 
figure is placed on the battlefield, somewhe-
re along the table border of the section 
selected before beginning the battle. The 
figure cannot be placed on the game table 
inside the enemy’s Deployment Zone. If 
using a Coordinated Order, all miniatures 
participating must enter through the same 
section of a table edge, chosen from those 
noted before the battle.

2. Airborne Infiltration

Figures possessing the Special Skill AD: Air-
borne Infiltration are experienced parachu-
tists, specialized in raiding and penetrating 
enemy lines.

This Special Skill allows the figure, without 
spending any Orders or making rolls, to per-
form similarly to AD: Parachutist but without 
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having to choose a specific zone of entry. He 
must still spend his Order to deploy but may 
be placed on any border of the game table. 
The entry point chosen cannot be inside the 
enemy’s Deployment Zone. If a Coordinated 
Order is used, all miniatures participating 
must enter through the same table section.

3. Combat Jump

Figures with this special jump equipment 
are trained to descend at full speed over the 
battlefield surprising enemies with devasta-
ting sudden attacks.

The active player can deploy a miniature 
with AD: Combat Jump at any point during 
the battle. The figure spends 1 Order (His 
own, not one from the Orders Reserve) and 
makes a PH Normal Roll. If successful he de-
ploys to any point on the table nominated 
by his owner, facing in any direction desired.

Dispersion: If he fails the PH roll, the minia-
ture suffers a detour in his fall, deviating as 
many inches as the Failure Category multi-
plied by 2.5 (FC x 2.5). In order to determine 
in which direction the miniature deviates, a 
Circular Template is used. Place the Circular 
Template on the target point where the 
miniature was supposed to land, with the 
number 1 facing towards the centre of the 
table. The second digit of the dice Roll is 
used indicate the direction in which the 
miniature deviates .

If deviation prompts the figure to fall out-
side the battlefield, he will have to spend 
an extra Order from the Order Reserve to 
appear on the border of the game table at 
the point where he would have left.

A figure cannot nominate as jump target the 
interior of a Smoke zone, or in Impassable 
Terrain or Zones of Low or Zero Visibility. The 
landing zone is of the same size as a Circular 
Template and must be free of scenery 
elements. The figure with Combat Jump can 
land on any point in the landing zone but 
the whole of its base must be in the interior 
of the Circular Template. A figure cannot 
land in base to base contact with another 
miniature.

If a Coordinated Order is used to perform 
a Combat Jump, all the miniatures partici-
pating must choose the same Template as 
their landing point. Those failing their PH 
Roll will be dispersed individually.

Figures possessing Combat Jump can also 
deploy themselves, if they wish to, as if they 
possessed the preceding levels in AD.

Remotes with Combat Jump will have to 
perform a PH Roll in order to jump. PH de-
termines the automation and programming 
level of their jumps.

Impetuous Figures with Combat Jump 
will have to use their Impetuous Order to 
perform their jump. If they do not want to 
jump immediately, at the beginning of the 
turn they must spend an Order from their 
army’s Orders Reserve in order to stop each 
impetuous figure from deploying with their 
Impetuous Order.

Inferior Combat Jump functions exactly the 
same as normal Combat Jump, but in cer-
tain scenarios, owing to certain weather or 
technical conditions, figures will make their 
PH Roll with a Modifier of –3.

4. Tactical Jump

A miniature that possesses the AD: Tactical 
Jump Special Skill is not only an excellent 
infiltrator parachutist, but is also a natural 
born leader with a superb tactical sense.

Tactical Jump allows performance of only 
AD: Airborne Infiltration, but without the 
enemy’s Deployment Zone restriction 
access. Moreover, if the figure possessing 
this Special Skill is the leader (Lieutenant) 
of a group of figures with AD: Parachutist, 
these can be deployed in the same zone of 
entry and in the same turn as their Lieute-
nant, no matter if a different zone of entry 
was determined for them before the battle. 
If using a Coordinated Order, all miniatures 
participating must enter through the same 
section of a table edge.

In addition, if the figure possessing Tactical 
Jump is the Lieutenant, as soon as he is posi-
tioned on the game table the situation of 
Loss of Lieutenant is automatically cancel-
led. The player recovers the whole Orders 
Reserve that would have been available, 
with the exception of Orders spent previ-
ously (which can only be one or two).

Antipode
Miniatures belonging to this alien race have 
a special and peculiar behaviour in the 
game. Three Antipodes are necessary to 
compose an intelligent entity, creating one 
personality with each individual contribu-
ting diverse characteristics. For this reason, 
it costs only 1 Order to activate an Assault 
Pack of three Antipodes. All the Antipodes 
in the Pack will then perform the same Skills 
simultaneously, but make separate rolls to 
resolve actions. Members of a Pack, in ARO 
as well as in their own turn, behave always 
as if they were only one figure. Although 
they can move in separate ways, they must 
execute the same Skills in a sole Order and 
choose the same target, providing only one 
ARO to enemy miniatures, as with standard 
Coordinated Orders.

When a member of a Pack falls, the Antipo-
de group identity suffers a mutilation of its 
reasoning capacity, with the WIP of each An-
tipode reduced by -3 for every lost member 
of the Pack. The Ariadnians have managed 
to work with Packs of 3 and 4 members, to 
increase their resistance capacity.

If the Assault Pack belongs to an Ariadni-
an army and they lose their Controller or 
his Control Device is Disabled, they must 
make a WIP Roll. If the roll is successful, they 
continue with the last orders received by the 
Controller, which usually consists of char-
ging against the enemy. In such a situation, 
the Pack is still considered as part of the 
Ariadnian army.

If they fail the roll, they must make a d20 
roll. With a result of 10 or less, the Pack will 
use its respective Orders (Impetuous and 
normal Order) to get off the table through 
the nearest edge, performing no orders ex-
cept for Move or Dodge. If the result is over 
10, the Pack will enter Frenzy state and go 
bananas, leaving the control of the Ariad-
nian player. In the following game rounds, 
the Antipodes will act before the rest of the 

players, using their [„Impetuous Order and 
their own Order to attack the nearest figure, 
continuing every turn until either they or all 
other miniatures on the table are dead. They 
attack the nearest figure each turn, whether 
friend or foe.

Every time after the Controller’s disappea-
rance the Pack loses one of its members, 
a WIP roll must be made with the corre-
sponding Modifier per dead Antipode, with 
results as above.

When organizing Groups in an army, the 
Pack and their Controller will count as two fi-
gures and will always be in the same Group. 
The Pack gives 1 single Order to the Order 
Reserve, different from the Order given by 
their Controller.

Berserk
The figure is possessed by a brutal blood 
thirst that throws him into combat despising 
any safety measures.

When a figure uses the Berserk skill, the Clo-
se Combat roll (normally a Face to Face roll) 
becomes a Normal Roll for each combatant. 
Each figure makes its Skill Roll, and a suc-
cessful attack roll forces the enemy to make 
an ARM Roll as usual. It is possible that both 
players receive Damage simultaneously. 
In addition, the Berserker receives a bonus 
of +9 to his CC Attribute, but never gains 
the +3 ARM Defence Bonus for making a 
successful Close Combat Roll.

If the opponent decides to Dodge, a success 
on his PH Roll will not avoid the blow, but he 
will be able to move out of Close Combat.

Berserk is an automatic Special Skill that 
does not require Orders to be spent for 
activation but its use must be declared at 
the same time as the declaration of a Close 
Combat Skill use. The use of this Skill is 
optional and it can only be applied in Close 
Combat.

Booty
The figure devoted himself to pillaging in 
some previous battle, and now has some 
extra item in his equipment that is probably 
not very common in units like his.

This element does not count as a Support 
Weapon when performing the Support We-
apons calculation in army construction. The 
Booty does not substitute for the figure’s ba-
sic equipment: it is instead a complement. 
Before starting the battle a roll is made on 
the following table to ascertain which extra 
element of equipment the figure has:
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Booty

1-3  Light Protection 
(+1 ARM)  12 E/M Grenades

4 Explosive CC 
Weapon  13 E/M CC Weapon

5 Light Shotgun 14  Light Protection 
(+2 ARM)

6  Heavy Protection 
(+4 ARM) 15  Light Protection 

(+2 ARM)

7 Grenades  16 X Visor

8 Adhesive-Laun-
cher  17 Monofilament CC 

Weapon

9 Light Grenade 
Launcher  18 Combi Rifle

10 Light Flame-
thrower  19 AP Rifle

11 Panzerfaust  20 AutoMedikit

If, in the course of a battle, a unit with the 
Special Skill Booty finds the dying body of 
another figure (in Unconscious state), he 
can spend 1 Order to scavenge. He may gain 
the figure’s ARM value instead of his own, or 
take one of it‘s weapons or pieces of equip-
ment. He will be able to pick only one object 
and in return must throw away any piece of 
Booty he is currently carrying.

Camouflage and Hiding (CH)
This Special Skill marks the miniature’s abili-
ty to merge with his environment and move 
with the highest stealth. Camouflage and 
Hiding has three levels:

1. Mimetism

The figure has the special ability to obscure 
his appearance to an enemy. Moreover, 
he has basic mimetic tools and clothes or 
camouflage gear made with a photosen-
sitive material, a cheaper alternative to 
chameleonic tools, and knows how to use it 
with the maximum results in order to avoid 
discovery.

In game terms, any miniature attacking a 
figure with Mimetism will have a -3 Modifier 
to his BS Attribute for ranged attacks

2. Camouflage

The Special Skill of Camouflage allows its 
owner to perform:

Camouflaged Deployment. This use is ex-
clusive to the deployment phase and does 
not require the spending of any Orders or 
making of rolls. The miniature is not deploy-
ed in the usual way: a Camouflage Marker is 
placed instead.

This type of Deployment also allows 3 mini-
atures (All with the Special Skill of Camoufla-
ge) to be deployed under the same Marker. 
One or more miniatures can be separated 
from the group at any point in the game, 
moving as a separate Camouflage Marker. 
All the figures placed under the Camouflage 
Marker are revealed if the adversary makes 
a successful Discover Roll, or if some of the 
figures perform an Order that uncovers 
them. When revealed, figures must appear 
no more than ½ inch of distance from each 
other, although the player can place them 
facing however he likes.

In game terms, a Camouflage Marker is 
always the same height as a base troop figu-
re from its own army (Unless it has a Prone 
Marker beside it).

Camouflage in Movement: This allows 
the player to move the miniature witho-
ut placing him on the battlefield. Only 
his Camouflage Marker will move. When 
several miniatures are moved under the 
same Camouflage Marker, they behave as if 
they were only one miniature. If they have 
different MOV values, the lowest is always 
used. The only Skills whose execution does 
not automatically reveal the camouflaged 
figures are Cautious Movement and all Short 
Skills of Movement that do not require any 
roll (except Alert). The camouflaged figure 
reveals automatically when it is in base 
contact with another figure.

If the figure is Discovered or is automatically 
revealed, the Camouflage Marker is replaced 
by its miniature (or miniatures), facing how 
the player prefers.

If a Camouflage Marker does not perform 
anything but MOV in his turn, even if it cros-
ses a Suppression Fire zone or a figure’s ZC, 
the only ARO that can be executed against it 
is Discover or Change Facing.

Defensive Camouflage. To act against a 
Camouflage Marker, enemies must succeed 
in a Discover roll with a -3 Modifier. If the roll 
is failed, the camouflaged figure is not per-
ceived and may not be a target of BS, CC, or 
any other Skill(Hacking, Sepsitor, etc.). If the 
Camouflaged miniature (Or miniatures, if 
they are clustered) is discovered, it will have 
to be placed on the battlefield, substituting 
the Camouflage Maker and losing all the 
advantages of Camouflage in Movement 
and Combat, but still complicating any BS 
Roll against him with a Modifier of -3. When 
placing the figure over terrain, he can face 
any direction his owner chooses.

Combat Camouflage. This allows a minia-
ture in a camouflaged state to make a BS, 
Forward Observer, Sepsitor or Hacking 
attack before his opponent does. This attack 
is made with a Normal Roll. If the adversa-
ry survives the attack, he may then make 
any attacks he may have declared in ARO 
which are also made as Normal Rolls, with 
-3 to BS if shooting at the revealed figure. 
After this, the player will have to replace the 
Camouflage Marker with the correct figure. 
Combat Camouflage is only available for use 
in ranged attacks.

In ARO, the reactions of Camouflaged 
soldiers are simultaneous to the Order they 
react to, so Face to Face Rolls will be made.

If the Camouflaged figure receives a hit from 
an Intuitive Attack without having been Dis-
covered first, he will have to reveal himself 
even if he passes the ARM Roll, removing 
the Camouflage Marker and placing the real 
figure. In the same way, if he is affected by a 
Template but the target was another figure, 
he will have to make an ARM Roll, revealing 
himself whether he passes the roll or not.

Camouflaging Again. When a figure has lost 
the Camouflaged status (It is represented 
by its figure and not a Camouflage Marker), 
he can recover his former status by spen-
ding 1 Order, provided that he is not in the 

LoF of any enemy miniatures. A figure in 
TO Camouflage in LoF of a miniature that 
intends to Camouflage itself again will have 
to reveal himself if he desires to prevent 
his enemy from re-entering Camouflaged 
status.

ARO against Camouflage :The only possible 
ARO against a Camouflage is Discover or 
Change Facing. However, it is not compulso-
ry that the ARO be announced immediately 
after the adversary declares the Marker’s 
first Short Skill. It is possible to wait until the 
Marker declares its second Short Skill, and 
if it reveals its presence, then an ARO may 
be generated to react accordingly. This rule 
does not cancel the advantages of Combat 
Camouflage .

3. TO Camouflage

The miniature possesses, besides the 
Special Skill Camouflage, a Thermo-Optical 
mimetizing device. This is a system that 
curves the light around its bearer, rendering 
him almost invisible and erasing his thermal 
signature. This sophisticated device also 
diffuses any possible atmospheric turbulen-
ce that its bearer may provoke and prevents 
his detection by radar or sonar. In game 
terms, TO Camouflage allows its possessor 
to perform the following:

Hidden Deployment. It allows the same 
type of deployment as CH: L-2 Camoufla-
ge, but there is no need to make use of a 
Marker. Provided that he does not move, the 
figure with CH: TO Camouflage will remain 
completely invisible. The player must take 
note of his figure’s position in the most 
detailed possible way (Cover, Prone, etc.) so 
that the adversary will be able to verify the 
data in the moment in which he reveals his 
position. If the miniature moves, the player 
must place a TO Camouflage Marker, and 
show his adversary that he really was in that 
position from the beginning of the battle. 
If the figure performs any other action, he 
will have to be replaced by the miniature 
instead of the Marker. 

A miniature in Hidden Deployment does not 
add his Order to the Orders Reserve, as he 
is not on the game table. However, to carry 
out his first Order, which reveals his presen-
ce on the battlefield, he will not receive the 
Order from the Orders Reserve but will have 
to spend his own.

Camouflage in Movement: Allows the mi-
niature to carry out the same Camouflaged 
Movement allowed by CH: Camouflage.

TO Defensive Camouflage: Allows the mi-
niature the same Defensive Camouflage that 
CH: Camouflage provides, but a negative 
Modifier of –6 is applied if someone intends 
to attack him.

TO Combat Camouflage: Allows the same 
Combat Camouflage as CH: L-2 Camouflage, 
with no additional orders needing to be 
spent.

Camouflaging again: Functions exactly as 
CH: L-2 Camouflage.

ARO against TO Camouflage :The only 
possible ARO against a TO Camouflage is 
Discover or Change Facing. However, it is 
not compulsory that the ARO be announced 
immediately after the adversary declares the 
Marker’s first Short Skill. It is possible to wait 
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until the Marker declares its second Short 
Skill, and if it reveals its presence, then an 
ARO may be generated to react accordingly. 
This rule does not cancel the advantages of 
TO Combat Camouflage

CC with 2 Weapons
The miniature has received special training 
in order to fight in Close Combat using a 
weapon in each hand. This Skill allows the 
effects of two different Close Combat wea-
pon Special Ammunitions to be combined 
on a successful hit. This Special Skill functi-
ons automatically and does not require any 
Orders or Rolls to be activated.

Climbing Plus
A miniature with Climbing Plus is specially 
equipped or gifted at climbing. This Special 
Skill functions automatically and allows the 
miniature to climb as many inches as his 
MOV Attribute, with no need to make a PH 
Roll. The Climbing Plus Special Skill allows 
the figure to perform other skills while 
climbing or hanging from a great height 
(Climbing+BS per example).

Coma
The figure carries a device able to cover an 
8 inch radius area around him with a potent 
nanovirus. The nanovirus can infect all 
figures possessing a Cube, functioning as an 
EI Sepsitor repeater. In order to propagate 
the virus this device uses all the metabolic 
power of the user, causing him to fall into 
an induced coma, which gives this skill its 
name.

Coma is a Short skill. When activated, a mini-
ature with Sepsitor can attack, by spending 
one Order per target, any figure with a Cube 
within an 8 inch radius of the fighter with 
this Skill. The Coma area will be active only 
during that turn. After activating Coma, the 
figure will have the status of Dead but still 
will be on the game table, with a Wound 
Marker to show the radius of action of the 
Coma during that turn. At the end of the 
turn, the miniature will be removed from 
the table. 

Morat troops have a strict code of regi-
mental honour, so any Morat figure will not 
activate Coma until having caused at least 
one casualty to the enemy

Doctor
The miniature is a qualified doctor, with 
complete training in combat medicine and is a 
specialist in saving his companions from death.

Doctor is a Short Skill that allows the mini-
ature, when in base contact, after passing a 
WIP Roll, to make his patient pass from the 
Unconscious state to Normal, with a single 
Wound. If he fails the WIP Roll, the figure is 
considered to be Dead and is removed from 
the game table. Miniatures can be healed as 

many times as necessary, provided that the 
WIP rolls are successful. 

A miniature that has been healed can also 
benefit later from a MediKit, AutoMediKit, or 
Regeneration, and vice versa. A figure must 
be in base to base contact with a patient to 
use the Doctor Special Skill. A Doctor with 
the Special Skill V: No Wound Incapacitation 
who has suffered one Wound can try to heal 
himself but if he fails the WIP roll he will die 
automatically.

Engineer
Any figure with this Special Skill has the 
means and technical knowledge required 
to carry out campaign repairs on faulty or 
damaged equipment. Engineer is a Short 
Skill that allows, with a successful Normal 
WIP Roll, the repair of Structure points (STR) 
of vehicles or figures (1 point per successful 
WIP Roll) which he is in base contact with. 
If the Engineer fails his WIP Roll, the target 
miniature or structure loses 1 point of STR 
instead of recovering it.

Engineers can reactivate all weapons, 
equipment and armour affected by E/M and 
Adhesive Special Ammunition if they pass 1 
single Normal WIP Roll when in base contact 
with the affected figure. If the Engineer 
fails the WIP Roll when reactivating, it is 
considered that the weapon or equipment is 
permanently shut down with no possibility 
of recovery. 

It is essential that a miniature be in base 
to base contact with the item he wants to 
repair.

Figures that posses this Short Skill can also 
open locks, applying the same Modifiers 
as Hacking Security and Information (See 
Advanced Rules: Hacking). In order to 
open/close a door, base to base contact is 
required.

Engineer also allows Mines to be deactiva-
ted (Antipersonnel and Monofilament), as 
well as E/Maulers and D-ChargesIn order 
to deactivate a Mine in a same Order, the 
figure has to come into its action radius 
and pass a WIP Roll. If successful, the mine 
does not explode and is defused. If the WIP 
roll is failed, then it explodes, affecting the 
Engineer as normal.

Explode
This Special Skill is used by a figure to ex-
plode after it falls into an Unconscious state. 
The area of explosion is that of a Circular 
Template, causing 13 Shock Damage to all 
in the area. The detonation caused by this 
Special Skill can be Dodged by passing a 
PH-6 Roll.

Exploding is a Short Skill that allows the 
figure to explode at any moment he deems 
suitable, after passing a Normal WIP Roll. Ac-
tivating this Special Skill will provoke a rapid 
death in its bearer. Exploding can be used in 
Close Combat substituting the CC Attribute 
with WIP, the figure Exploding rather than 
causing a hit: this allows the figure to Explo-
de without being Unconscious first.

In the specific case of T.A.G.s with Combat 
Jump, such as the Caskuda, the explosion is 
only produced when hitting the ground: the 
figure will not suffer any damage and will 
not be able to explode again

Exrah
Concordat Exrah Operators are the epheme-
ral branch of the Exrah race. Their keratinous 
epidermis is softer, which allows them more 
mobility and personal speed, but makes 
them vulnerable to radiation, so their life 
expectancy is very short. Physical damage 
suffered by the “Ephemeral” is impossible to 
cure, as his internal organs, affected by the 
ambient radiation of their planet and cosmic 
rays received in their trips, have a very short 
endurance. 

Because of this, when an Exrah receives a hit 
that pierces his ARM, his state directly mo-
ves to Dead: he does not suffer the Uncon-
scious state and is automatically removed 
from the battlefield. 

Furthermore, the organism of the Exrah is 
very sensitive to powerful E/M transmitters, 
which causes them severe internal damage. 
If an Exrah receives an E/M impact and fails 
his BTS Roll, he will pass directly to the Dead 
state and is removed from the game table. 

“Ephemeral” Exrah have a superior capacity 
of movement than would be assumed given 
their massive aspect: they move better 
than any other Medium Infantry. They also 
have short wings, which is powered by their 
combat keratin and allows them to move 
in great leaps, conferring the Super-Jump 
Special Skill.

Forward Observer
This miniature is able to send his comrades 
ranging and other data about the position 
of the enemy on the battlefield, increasing 
the efficiency of their ranged attacks. For-
ward Observer is a Short Skill.

Forward Observers can mark a target, 
allowing any other miniature on their side 
without LoF (And with a weapon that allows 
Speculative Shot or equipped with Guided 
Special Ammunition) to be able to attack 
that target at distance. A Forward Observer 
in LoF with an enemy will be able to mark 
him after passing a WIP roll (Face to Face 
Roll, or Normal Roll, depending on the case), 
Modified by Covers, Distance, Camoufla-
ge and Hiding Special Skill, or an Optical 
Disruptor Device. Distance Modifiers for 
marking with Forward Observer are applied 
as per the following table:

Distance  0- 8“  8-32“  32-48“  + 48“

Modifier  +3  0  -3  -6

There are two types of attacks that can be 
made as a result of the marking by a For-
ward Observer:

• Speculative: When the Forward Obser-
ver passes his WIP Roll, the target remains 
marked for any other comrade that wants 
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to shoot at that target, and the Speculative 
Shot Modifier is not applied.

• Guided: When the Forward Observer 
passes his WIP Roll the target will remain 
marked for any other comrade possessing a 
weapon with Guided Ammunition. This figu-
re will be able to use the Short Skill Ballistic 
Skills to hit the marked miniature without a 
roll required, as the WIP Roll of the Observer 
substitutes.

A miniature marked by a Forward Observer 
will be considered as marked until the end 
of the turn of the player possessing the 
Observer that marked it.

The special equipment of Forward Obser-
vers allows them to use the Flash Pulse.

Ghost (G)
A Ghost, an organic or artificial intelligen-
ce is inside a machine, controlling it from 
distance, but what separates machines from 
living creatures?

Ghost Level 1: Remote Presence. This Special 
Skill is possessed by Remotes and unman-
ned T.A.G.s. Remotes have pseudo-AIs and 
expert programs that rule their behaviour in 
combat, operating in pure logic where fear 
has no place. In the case of Remote Presence 
T.A.G.s, the driver is not physically present on 
the battlefield and remotely controls it from a 
safe distance. Remote Presence is considered 
confers the Valor: Courage Special Skill. Figures 
with Remote Presence cannot have a Cube.

Ghost Level X: Mnemonica. The Mnemo-
nica Special Skill is a typical troop feature 
of the EI. If the original body chosen to host 
the Aspect of the EI that controls the army 
(Charontid, Anathematic, Avatar or Skia-
voros) is destroyed in combat, the Aspect 
will automatically jump to another figure’s 
Cube in his army. The Aspect can also jump 
when his body is in an Unconscious state, 
but this will cause the body to automatically 
autodestruct and it must be removed from 
the game table.

The Mnemonica Special Skill does not require 
the spending of an Order and functions 
automatically. Mnemonica allows the EI to 
continue acting as Lieutenant in his army with 
no Loss of Lieutenant situation incurred whilst 
there are figures where it can discharge itself. 
When activating Mnemonica in another figure 
of the Combined Army, he will acquire the ori-
ginal WIP of the EI´s Aspect (16 or 17), and the 
Ghost: Mnemonica Special Skill, but he will not 
be able to make use of any other Special Skill 
owned by the original body of the Aspect, or 
his equipment such as Sepsitor, Multispectral 
Visor, TO Camouflage, etc.

Ghost: Mnemonica also includes the Ghost: 
Remote Presence Special Skill.

Immunity
The miniature has a natural capacity to resist 
different types of Damage.

This Special Skill is automatic and does not 
need the spending of any Orders or making 
of rolls.

•Level-1: Shock Immunity: The miniature 
is immune to Shock Ammunition and Shock 
weapons, ignoring their special effect and 
considering them as normal weapons and 
Ammunition.

•Level-2: Total Immunity: The miniature 
is immune to all the special Weapons and 
Ammunition (Except Adhesive, E/M, Mono-
filament and Plasma), which are considered 
as normal attacks.

Impersonation
Figures possessing this Special Skill are 
experts in infiltration: they are incredible 
actors and have been outfitted with sophis-
ticated holographic disguise equipment. 
Their Impersonation Skill allows them to 
cross enemy lines, eliminate an enemy 
figure and then impersonate him to gain 
the element of surprise. This Special Skill is 
affected by E/M Special Ammunition. There 
are two levels in Impersonation:

•Level 1-Basic Impersonation

Allows deployment of the figure wherever 
desired, except in the enemy Deployment 
Zone, or in base contact, without having 
to make any rolls. To represent the imper-
sonator an [„Impersonation Marker State 
1 (IMP-1) must be placed. The Marker can 
be deployed within the 12 inch strip of the 
enemy Deployment Zone after passing a 
WIP Roll. If he fails his WIP roll, the miniature 
deploys as a normal figure as if he had been 
discovered and recognized as an enemy.

There are three states of Basic Impersona-
tion.

State 1- Unnoticed. The impersonator has 
infiltrated the enemy troops without being 
noticed, and will be considered a comrade 
by his enemies, who will not be able to act 
against him (Using BS; PH, CC, etc.). The 
impersonator figure is represented by an Im-
personating Marker State 1 (IMP-1). In order 
to discover the impersonator, the enemy 
must make a Discover Roll with Modifier 
–6. If the roll is successful, the impersonator 
passes to state 2.

State 2- Characterized. The impersonator 
has been detected, but he still tries to pass 
for a comrade. The state 1 Marker (IMP-1) is 
substituted by another Impersonation Mar-
ker state 2 (IMP-2), but the figure still cannot 
be attacked, as his identity is still not clear 
and he is still considered a comrade by his 
enemies. They must make another Discover 
roll, a Normal Roll without the -6 MOD, to 
identify him as an enemy. If this Discover roll 
is successful, the impersonation passes to 
state 3.

State 3- Discovered. The IMP-2 marker 
is replaced on the table by the miniature. 
The impersonator has been identified as an 
enemy and can be attacked as usual.

The only Skills whose execution does not 
automatically reveal the impersonator are 
Cautious Movement and any Short Mo-
vement Skills that do not require any roll 
(except Alert). The Impersonator reveals 
automatically when he is in base contact 
with another figure.

An impersonator not yet discovered can 
make a Ballistic Skill attack before his oppo-
nent can react. Therefore, no Face to Face 
Roll is made: each figure makes a Normal 
Roll of BS, the impersonator going first. If 
his adversary survives the ARM Roll, he may 
then return fire. After firing, the impersona-
tor’s miniature replaces any IMP Marker.

In ARO, impersonators’ reactions are simul-
taneous with the Order being answered, so 
Face to Face Rolls are used.

To return to Impersonation status (Substitu-
ting the miniature with the IMP-1 Marker) 1 
complete Order must be spent outside the 
LoF of any adversaries.

An impersonator in state 1 or 2 (IMP-1 
Marker or IMP-2) will be considered as a 
comrade by his adversary, but if he moves 
through a Suppression Fire area he will be 
hit in a normal way

The miniature with Impersonation will 
always use his own Characteristics, Skills, 
and Equipment, although he will be able to 
pick up and use 1 enemy Weapon if he ma-
nages to kill a foe in Close Combat and then 
returns to Impersonation status. Scavenging 
a weapon from a victim is a Short Skill.

Human figures with Basic Impersonation will 
never be able to pose as an alien miniature 
(Antipode, Morat, Shasvastii, etc.) and vice 
versa. The Impersonator will not be able to 
act in State 1 against the Combined Army of 
the E.I. but he will always act in State 2.

•Level 2- Impersonation Plus

Functions exactly the same as Impersona-
tion but, due to advanced technological 
devices, it allows the impersonation of alien 
creatures by human agents and vice versa.

ARO against Impersonation

The only possible ARO against a Impersona-
tor is Discover or Change Facing. However, it 
is not compulsory that the ARO be announ-
ced immediately after the adversary decla-
res the Marker’s first Short Skill. It is possible 
to wait until the Marker declares its second 
Short Skill, and if it reveals its presence, then 
an ARO may be generated to react accordin-
gly. This rule does not cancel the advantages 
of Impersonator.

Infiltrate
This Special Skill has been divided into levels. 
In the Army lists, models with the Infiltration 
skill are considered to have Level 1 of this Spe-
cial Skill.The use of the Infiltrate Special Skill is 
only allowed in the Deployment Phase

- Inferior Infiltration (Level 0). It is com-
pulsory that the figure must be deployed 
outside his Deployment Zone , but always 
inside the enemy’s half of the table. So, the 
roll to Infiltrate will be, at minimum, PH -1. 
Figures with the Inferior Infiltration Special 
Skill must ALWAYS be deployed in this way 
and may not be deployed as if they did 
not have the skill. If the [„roll is failed, the 
Dispersion rule must be applied and the 
Camouflaged Deployment and Hidden 
Deployment advantages will be lost. Figures 
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with Inferior Infiltration cannot be placed 
inside the enemy’s Deployment Zone , even 
when Dispersion is applied.

- Infiltration (level 1): Due to his ability to 
move stealthily, the miniature will be able 
to infiltrate the enemy’s lines without being 
noticed. Infiltration allows a miniature the 
following options:

•Option A: The miniature can be deployed, 
without having to spend an Order or make 
a Roll , up to the central area of the game 
table (within the half corresponding to his 
army). He is deployed in Camouflage or TO 
Camouflage status if applicable.

•Option B: If the miniature wants to go further 
into enemy territory, he must to pass a Normal 
Roll of PH . Each 4 inch strip of distance advan-
ced into enemy territory will add a cumulative 
Modifier of –1 to the roll. If he fails the roll, 
the Dispersion rule must now be applied. 
The centre of the Circular Template must be 
placed at the point in the battlefield where the 
figure wished to Infiltrate, with the number 1 
pointing to the centre of the game table, multi-
plying the Failure Category by 2.5 ([„FC x 2.5) to 
determine where to place the infiltrator. More-
over, the miniature will lose the Camouflaged 
Deployment and Hidden Deployment options 
provided by the CH: Camouflage and CH: TO 
Camouflage Special Skills .

It is not allowed to Infiltrate inside the ene-
my’s Deployment Zone , or in base contact 
with another figure. If Dispersion would 
place the miniature in either position, move 
the figure back towards its initial Infiltration 
point until it is no longer in an illegal positi-
on; ie. the figure will be placed on the limit 
of the enemy’s Deployment Zone closest to 
the initial Infiltration point.

- Superior Infiltration (Level 2). The minia-
ture which possesses this Special Skill Level is 
such a skilled infiltrator than it doesn’t apply 
the Dispersion rule when it fails the Infiltration 
roll . It only loses the Camouflaged Deploy-
ment or Hidden Deployment advantage, 
substituting the Marker with the miniature.

Figures with Superior Infiltration, as those 
with just Infiltration (Level 1), may be dep-
loyed to the battlefield as if it did not have 
this Special Skill if desired.

Inspiring Leadership
If the figure with this Special Skill is the Lieu-
tenant, the Characteristics of Instruction and 
Fury (Such as Regular, Impetuous, etc.) of all 
the troops under his command are replaced 
by his own. While the figure possessing 
Inspiring Leadership remains conscious on 
the battlefield, his troops will not disband, 
behaving as if they were figures with the 
Religious Troop Special Skill.

This Special Skill has no effect on troops 
possessing Remote Presence.

If an Impetuous Troop, the figure possessing 
Inspiring Leadership must act before the 
other members in his group in order to set 
an example. 

This Special Skill functions automatically 
and its use is not optional. It only works 
while the user is conscious.

Martial Arts
The miniature has a superior capacity in 
Close Combat due to discipline, training, 
and meditation.

This Special Skill is automatic; there is no 
need to spend Orders to activate it. Each 
level includes the previous levels, which can 
be automatically activated if desired.

•Level 1- Attack to Vital Points. When both 
fighters succeed in a Face to Face Roll but 
the figure with Martial Arts Level 1 scores a 
hit, the enemy does not receive the +3 ARM 
bonus for being in Close Combat. This level 
is only applicable to Close Combat

•Level 2- Courage. Functions as the Special 
Skill of Valor-Courage

•Level 3- First Attack. This allows the figure to 
attack first in Close Combat, making a Normal 
Roll to hit. If the defender survives, he can coun-
ter attack with a Normal Roll of CC. A figure 
with this ability may also use the CC Attribute 
instead of PH to disengage from Close Combat. 
This level is only applicable in Close Combat.

Two figures with Martial Arts L3 will perform 
their First Attack at the same time, so they 
have to make a Face to Face Roll.

•Level 4- Empty Mind. This functions as 
Sixth Sense L1, and cancels out Martial Arts 
Skills of Levels 1-3 of opponents. It also makes 
opponents incapable of turning to face this 
figure as an ARO when he enters their ZC from 
behind, unless they have Sixth Sense L2.

•Level 5- Personal Defence. When in combat 
with several enemies, the enemy models will 
not receive positive Modifiers from fighting 
in a group. Personal Defence also allows the 
martial artist to hit all his adversaries at once 
with a single successful roll in CC, requiring 
each one to make a separate ARM Roll. This 
level can only be used in Close Combat

Mechanized Deployment
The figure belongs to the Mechanized Infan-
try corps, whose armoured vehicles allow 
them to move ahead to cover the advance 
of their companions.

During the deployment phase a miniatu-
re with Mechanized Deployment can be 
deployed in any part of the half of the game 
table corresponding to his side. All the figu-
res with Mechanized Deployment must be 
placed in the same 8 inch radius area with 
a central figure as a reference, as if they just 
jumped off a vehicle.

MetaChemistry
The figure benefits from military nano-che-
mical substances used to control aggression 
and to improve bodily functions. As secondary 
effect, MetaChemistry memetic substances 
provoke the appearance of physical, neuronal, 
or metabolic advantages already latent in the 
subject. These improvements can be increased 
by the use of biotechnological implants.

Before the battle, roll d20 and follow this 
table to discover the type of MetaChemistry 
improvement that the figure will have.

MetaChemistry

1-3
 Natural 

Armour (+1 
ARM)

 12-13 No Wound 
Incapacitation

4-5 Dogged  14-15 Sixth Sense L2

6 Shock 
Immunity  16-17 Regeneration

7-8  Superior 
Movement  18 Super-Jump

9-10 X Visor  19 Climbing Plus

11
 Super 

Physique (+3 
PH)

 20 Total 
Immunity

Morat
All the Morat have a racial ability equiva-
lent to the Religious Troop Special Skill. In 
addition, the presence of Morat troops in an 
army increases the Retreat! threshold from 
60% to 75%.

Multiterrain
Troops with Multiterrain Skill prepare them-
selves extensively for every mission, training 
with simulators or in zones that approxi-
mate the location where they will carry out 
their operations. Those troops stationed in 
adverse environments that include several 
types of Special Terrain (Aquatic and Jungle, 
for instance) will also possess Multiterrain. 

Before starting the battle, figures with Mul-
titerrain will be able to choose in which type 
of terrain“ they will be specialized. They will 
only be able to choose one type out of the 
five possible types (Aquatic , Desert , Moun-
tain , Jungle , or Zero-G ) and will reduce the 
MOV difficulty of that Terrain by one level. 
This Special Skill is automatic and does not 
require any Order to be activated.

Paramedic
This figure is the unit’s paramedic and is 
equipped with MediKits to cure his woun-
ded comrades

Poison
The miniature is able to secrete a neurotoxin 
which makes his blows highly lethal. Accor-
dingly, the figure’s CC weapon is counted 
as having Shock Special Ammunition. The 
effect of the Poison can be combined with 
any other Special Ammunition that his CC 
weapon possesses. 

In addition, each time a figure with the 
Poison Special Skill suffers a Wound in Close 
Combat, his blood splatters automatically 
to cause a Damage 9 hit on his adversary. 
Blood splatters cause Normal (Never special) 
Damage, and as the direct result of a Short 
CC Skill, they cannot be dodged.
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Regeneration
The miniature’s system is specially suited 
for self-healing and physical and metabolic 
regeneration.

Regeneration is a Short Skill that allows the 
miniature, after passing a Normal PH Roll, to 
regenerate 1 Wound and even recover from 
an Unconscious state. When the miniature 
loses all his Wounds and becomes Unconsci-
ous, he must place a Wound Marker next to 
his figure.

If he fails his PH Roll while Unconscious, he 
passes to the status of Dead and is remo-
ved from the game table. If the number of 
Wounds received leaves the miniature in 
a Dead state before being able to activate 
Regeneration, he will not be able to use 
this Special Skill again, and will have to be 
removed from the table. (For example, if a 
miniature with 1 Wound receives 3 hits from 
a Burst and fails 2 Armour Rolls). While the 
figure is in Unconscious state he will not add 
his Order to his army Orders Reserve.

Figures with Regeneration automatically 
possess the Shock Immunity Special Skill. 
Regeneration is compatible with the use of 
MediKit or Doctor. A miniature with Rege-
neration can be healed and if he receives a 
Wound after that, he can try to regenerate it, 
and vice versa.

Religious Troop
The beliefs and teachings of his leaders have 
turned the miniature into an able warrior, 
with an unswerving faith that allows him to 
keep firm when others desist. 

This Special Skill functions automatically 
and allows the figure to keep his Order 
for himself after losing his Lieutenant, in 
addition to the minimum Orders due to 
Loss of Lieutenant. In addition the miniature 
may choose not be affected by the rules of 
Retreat! If all a player‘s figures are Religious, 
then two of them may give up their Orders 
to elect a new Lieutenant. Otherwise they 
may continue operating using only their 
own Orders.

Repeater
Hacking range amplification system. This 
allows Hackers to use their skill in a radius 
of 8 inches around the Repeater. The Hacker 
can be at any distance from the Repeater, 
and he does not need to keep a LoF with it. 
This is a Special Skill that functions automa-
tically and does not need the spending of 
any Orders to work. The Repeater can only 
be used by Hackers of the same army, or an 
allied one.

Sensor
The miniature possesses high sensitivity 
detection equipment, or a perfect sense 
of smell, that allows him to detect hidden 
figures nearby. The miniature that possess 
Sensor can make a Normal WIP Roll (Distan-
ce, Camouflage or TO Camouflage Modifiers 

are not applied) to Discover all models that 
are Camouflaged or in Hidden Deployment 
within a radius of 8 inches around him. Sen-
sor is a Short Skill and does not need a LoF.

A miniature possessing the Sensor and 
Forward Observer Special Skills can mark a 
target outside his LoF (using his pertinent 
Short Skill), if he is within the Sensor radius 
of effect and the target has been previously 
discovered. In such a case, Distance, Cover, 
CH and ODD Modifiers will not be applied to 
the Forward Observer WIP roll.

A miniature with Camouflage, TO Camoufla-
ge, or Impersonation cannot Camouflage 
again, or return to the Impersonation state, 
within the Sensor area.

Shasvastii
It is therefore considered that, to count VP 
for victory as for Retreat! Shasvastii have 
three levels: Unconscious, Dead, and Spawn. 
When the Shasvastii is Dead, replace it with 
a Spawn-Embryo Marker (SPAWN-EMBRYO). 
The Spawn-Embryo cannot move from its 
location, attack, or defend itself. It has ARM 
0, BTS 0 and if it suffers one Wound it must 
be removed from the battlefield.

Sixth Sense
Miniatures endowed with this skill have a 
special capacity to sense danger. They are 
able to perceive the enemy’s intentions wi-
thout having to see him, which allows them 
to react rapidly when attacked by surprise. 
Sixth Sense has two levels:

•Level 1: Within a radius of 8 inches, the mi-
niature will be surprised by neither Imperso-
nators, Camouflaged, nor TO Camouflaged 
miniatures, nor enemies hidden by a Zero 
Visibility Zone nor can he be attacked from 
the rear within his Zone of Control. 

In this way, when attacked from within 
an 8 inch radius in his Zone of Control, 
the miniature will answer the assault in 
a simultaneous fashion with a Face to 
Face Roll. Figures with Sixth Sense L1 will 
be able to react against Impersonators, 
Camouflaged, or TO Camouflaged figures 
and enemies hidden by a Zero Visibility 
Zone inside their Zone of Control only at 
the moment of being attacked, acting as 
if those miniatures were in front of them 
and revealed but not Camouflaged and 
not applying the Modifier of –6 for a Zero 
Visibility Zone . They cannot however 
react to movements or any other acti-
on of „Impersonation“ Impersonators], 
Camouflaged and TO Camouflaged foes 
or troops hidden by a Zero Visibility Zone. 
This Special Skill functions automatically 
(No need to spend any Order or make any 
Roll).

•Level 2: Allows the miniature to react in 
a simultaneous fashion to attacks (Not to 
movements or any other actions) by Imper-
sonators, Camouflaged, and TO Camoufla-
ged figures and enemies hidden by a Zero 
Visibility Zone in LoF, no matter the distance 
and the blocking of LoF by Zero Visibility 

Zones and not applying its –6 Modifier. 

The miniature can also react simultaneously 
to any attack performed against it out of its 
LoF.

This Special Skill functions automatically 
(you will not need to spend any Order or 
make any roll).

Strategos
This Special Skill identifies the professional 
of the Strategy, an individual with an analytic 
mind and a deep and advanced knowledge 
of the art of war and the military psychology. 
There are three levels of Strategos:

•Strategos Level 1: If the Strategos figure is 
the Lieutenant, he can assign the Lieutenant 
Special Order to any other miniature of his 
combat group.

•Strategos Level 2: This level allows to the 
player, during the Deployment phase to 
reserve two miniatures to deploy after his 
adversary. It is compulsory to be the Lieute-
nant to use this Special Skill.

•Strategos Level 3: If the Strategos figure 
is the Lieutenant, he not only can use the 
preceding levels of this Special Skill, but 
can also prevent his adversary, during the 
Deployment phase, deploying a miniature 
after him.

A Strategos L2 against a Strategos L3 can 
reserve one figure in his deployment, while 
the L3 can reserve two miniatures. Two 
opposing Strategos L3 will perform a Dep-
loyment as usual and as stated in the rules, 
reserving one figure to deploy after their 
adversary.

Super-Jump
These miniatures are genetically, artificially, 
or evolutionarily designed to perform jumps 
of astonishing length and height.

This Special Skill works automatically. It 
allows the miniature to move in a vertical, 
diagonal, or horizontal jump as many inches 
as indicated in his MOV, without having 
to make a PH Roll. Super-Jump is a Special 
Short Movement Skill that can be combined 
with other Short Skills. For example, with Su-
per-Jump, the figure can shoot while flying 
through the air and this will be considered 
an Order of the Move+BS type. Also, when 
the miniature moves in a normal way he will 
be able to avoid any obstacle of his height 
or less without any Movement restriction. 

To calculate the Falling Damage taken by 
miniatures with Super-Jump, the sum of 
both values of his MOV Attribute is sub-
tracted from the distance and the result 
multiplied by 2.5. 

Superior Movement
The miniature is specially equipped for fast 
movement. 

This Special Skill automatically increases the 
movement of the miniature, with no need to 
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spend Orders or make any roll. This increase 
is already calculated in the MOV value of the 
figure possessing this Special Skill, or else is 
indicated between brackets

Terrain
Some troops are trained to fight in specific 
terrain, characterized by the difficulties 
they offer to the inexperienced. The Type of 
Terrain in which the figure is specialized is 
always indicated after the term Terrain. In 
the game, these Types of Special Terrain are 
Aquatic, Desert, Mountain, Jungle, and O-G.

Figures possessing the Special Skill Terrain 
will suffer reduced MOV Modifiers in their 
environment. They will act as if the terrain 
were a level of difficulty lower: if it is Im-
passable terrain, it will be considered as Very 
Difficult, if it is Difficult Terrain terrain, it will 
be considered as Normal.

This Special Skill is automatic and does not 
require the spending of Orders or making 
any kind of roll in order to be activated.

Total Reaction
Due to servos and a system of support and 
reinforcement of response speed and mobility, 
some miniatures are able to react with great 
celerity. To reflect this, Total Reaction allows the 
firing of the whole Burst (B) of a weapon in ARO.

- If the BS roll is a Normal Roll, as many Rolls 
as the B value of the Weapon will be made.

- If the BS roll is a Face to Face Roll, both 
players will have to make all their BS rolls. 
All the results (after applying the typical 
Modifiers) that overcome the best Roll of 
their adversary will be impacts.

Transmutation
This Special Skill allows the figure to 
transform into a different miniature, with 
different Attributes and Skills, for example 
changing from Dogface to Dog-Warrior. In 
order to complete the Transmutation, the 
figure must be suffering great stress, for 
instance after receiving a Wound. 

Transmutation is automatic and does not 
require the spending of any Order. The 
new figure replaces the old one, minus any 
wounds taken, at the end of the Order in 
which he receives the first wound.

Valor (V)
This Special Skill describes the bravery and 
ferocity of the figure in combat. There are 
three levels of Valor with each one encom-
passing the prior levels:

•Level 1-Courage: The miniature does not 
fear death and is completely ready to die if 
his duty calls for it. 

Courage avoids, without spending any 
Order, the WIP Roll that is compulsory after 
surviving the impact of a ballistic weapon 

but the figure does not wish to move to 
cover (The Guts Roll made after a successful 
ARM Roll). The figure is not required to keep 
his position if he does not want to.

•Level 2- Dogged: The miniature, owing to 
a vast contempt for life, is ready to suffer in 
order to achieve an objective, no matter the 
severity of his wounds. 

This Special Skill is automatic and does not 
require the use of Orders to be activated. 
Dogged allows the miniature to ignore the 
state of Unconscious. 

If the miniature uses the Dogged Skill he will 
be able to act normally provided he keeps 
spending Orders in a consecutive way. The 
figure will die when the turn he would have 
fallen Unconscious finishes, if the player 
stops spending Orders on him in a consecu-
tive way, or if he suffers another Wound. In 
addition, the Dogged Special Skill includes 
also the Courage Special Skill.

Dogged cannot be used in ARO.

Dogged allows Impetuous figures to spend 
Orders from the Orders Reserve in order 
to keep acting normally, even though the 
player hasn’t finished spending Impetuous 
Orders.

•Level 3- No Wound Incapacitation: The 
miniature, due to the extraordinary endu-
rance of his system, is able to ignore pain 
and keep his awareness functioning further 
than reasonable human limits. 

This Special Skill functions automatically, 
allowing the miniature, after receiving a Wound, 
to avoid passing to the Unconscious state. Ano-
ther Wound will be needed to destroy him. The 
miniature can be cured by a Doctor, AutoMedi-
Kit, MediKit, and Regeneration, although if he 
fails this roll he will automatically die.

Veteran
The miniature belongs to a unit with several 
years of service in the toughest frontlines: 
he possesses several skills acquired the hard 
way. Veterans are soldiers hardened by war, 
able to rise above the pain of their wounds 
and to detect danger wherever it lurks.

The Veteran Skill provides the Sixth Sense L2 
and V: No Wound Incapacitation Special Skills.

CH: Limited Camouflage
The trooper possesses the CH: Camoufla-
ge Special Skill but lacks the possibility of 
“Camouflaging Again”. So, once Discovered, 
or if he reveals himself, he will lose this 
Special Skill and he cannot camouflage 
again or use any other advantages given by 
CH: Camouflage or CH: Mimetism (Except if 
he possesses also the CH: Mimetism Special 
Skill, then it can keep using it).

Chain of Command
The figure who possesses this Special Skill 
is the next in line to become the officer 
commanding the combat unit.

In game terms, if the trooper is on the game 
table as a figure or a Marker, and the Lieu-
tenant falls Unconscious or Dead, he will 
take command automatically, becoming the 
new Lieutenant with no spending of Orders 
required and ignoring the effects of the Loss 
of Lieutenant rule. If, when the Lieutenant 
is shot down, the owner of the Chain of 
Command Special Skill is off the game table, 
once he is placed on it the Loss of Lieute-
nant state is cancelled and the player auto-
matically recovers the entire Order Reserve 
that would have been available, with the 
exception of Orders spent previously.

This Special Skill functions automatically 
and its use is not optional.

Ghost: Jumper L1
Figures that possess this Special Skill are en-
tities (of artificial origin or not) whose cons-
cience resides in data networks and who can 
download themselves into different bodies, 
called Proxies, to interact with the material 
world. Figures with Ghost: Jumper L1 have 
a minimum of two Proxies deployed on the 
battlefield into which they can download 
and participate in the excitement of combat. 
They can jump from one to another to 
always be in the thick of the action, or they 
may use it as a way to quickly flee.

This Special Skill allows deployment of a 
minimum of two, and a maximum of three, 
Proxies on the game table, applying the 
special deployment rules for those who 
have them (ie. Infiltration, Airborne Deploy-
ment…).

In an active turn, a player who possess a 
Ghost: Jumper troop can activate any of its 
Proxies, without spending any extra Orders, 
just by placing the Proxy Active (PROXY AC-
TIVE) Marker beside the Proxy he wants to 
activate before spending and declaring an 
Also in an active turn, the Ghost: Jumper can 
jump from one Proxy to another, without 
spending any extra Orders, just by placing 
the Proxy Active Marker beside the Proxy 
which he is downloading to before spen-
ding and declaring an Order.

If an active Proxy falls Unconscious or Dead, 
the Ghost: Jumper will be Unconscious or 
Dead as well. If the Unconscious Proxy is 
healed, the Ghost: Jumper will recover with 
it. However, if the player has deployed an AI 
Beacon and it is still operational, the Ghost: 
Jumper can leave the Unconscious or Dead 
Proxy, automatically placing the Proxy Ac-
tive Marker beside any of his other Proxies. 
When all his Proxies are in an Unconscious 
or Dead state, the Ghost: Jumper will return 
to the data network automatically and the 
army loses his Order, until at least one of his 
Proxies be recovered from Unconscious.

In a reactive turn, to jump from one Proxy to 
another one requires the spending of 1 ARO. 
The Ghost: Jumper can see through the sen-
sors and optical devices of his inactive Pro-
xies so he can react to any Order declared in 
LoF or ZC of any of his inactive Proxies. The 
Ghost: Jumper can react by jumping to any 
inactive Proxy (Even from an Unconscious 
Proxy through the aegis of an AI Beacon) 
or he can make his active Proxy reacts with 
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Alert, Change Facing, Dodging or any Skill 
which does not require LoF to perform.

Moreover, inactive Proxies have pre-pro-
grammed reaction routines which allow 
them to react with Alert, Change Facing, or 
Dodge AROs to any Order declared in their 
LoF or ZC. The AROs used by these routines 
doesn’t interfere with any ARO gained by 
the Ghost: Jumper, who can at the same 
time download into one of these Proxies or 
react to anything they perceive in their LoF 
or ZC

A Ghost: Jumper only provides 1 Order to 
the Order Reserve of his army, no matter 
how many Proxies he has.

All Proxies must belong to the same Combat 
Group, counting each one as a standard 
figure towards the size of the group.

Figures with Ghost: Jumper also have the G: 
Remote Presence Special Skill.

The Proxies of a figure with Ghost: Jumper 
give Victory Points to the enemy and must 
be counted as casualties for the Retreat! 
rule.

Ghost:Servant
This Special Skill that allows a Doctor or an 
Engineer to operate or repair by tele-presence 
through a Remote. Only figures with the Do-
ctor or Engineer Special Skillcan use Remotes 
with Ghost: Servant. Before the battle starts it 
is compulsory to determine which figure will 
control each Servant Remote, which cannot 
be used by any other miniature.

With Ghost: Servant, the figure and the Re-
mote are activated at the same time with only 
1 Order. It works similarly to Ghost: Synchro-
nized, as both must declare the same Order. 
If one of the two figures cannot perform the 
complete Order (the Long Skill or both Short 
Skills of the Order), he will be inactive and he 
will not perform the Order. However, if he can 
perform one of the two Short Skills of the Or-
der, then he will perform that single Skill, while 
the other figure will perform the complete 
Order.

The difference from Ghost: Synchronized is 
that the Doctor/ Engineer makes the WIP 
roll, and it is the Remote which performs it. 
The Doctor/ Engineer can heal, repair or act 
through the Ghost: Servant, but it is necessary 
that the Remote be in base contact with the 
target. The Remote has neither the Doctor or 
Engineer Special Skills: it cannot heal or repair 
by itself as it needs to be controlled by the 
Doctor/ Usually, to allow the Servant Remote 
moves until reach its target, the Doctor/ Engi-
neer declares the Order but doesn’t perform it, 
being in a safe place on the battlefield. Mean-
while, it is the Servant Remote who performs 
the Order, moving until in base contact with 
the The Doctor/ Engineer and the Remote only 
provide a single Order to the Orders Reserve 
and both are activated with only one Order. It 
is mandatory both figures belong to the same 
Combat Group where they count as a single 
figure. A Doctor/ Engineer can have more than 
1 Servant Remote, but he can only activate 
them one by one, applying the other rules 
considerations. Meanwhile, the other Remotes 
will be inactive.

As they are activated by one single Order, the 
Doctor/ Engineer and the Remote will provide 
a single ARO to each figure with LoF to either 
or both of them. If they cross a Suppression 
Fire (SF) zone, both can receive shots from the 
shooter maintaining the SF.

The Doctor/ Engineer and the Remote each 
get their own ARO in reaction to every Order 
declared in their LoF or inside their Zone of 
Control. These AROs must be the same for 
both figures, applying the Ghost: Synchroni-
zed rule.

The Doctor/ Engineer can see through the 
sensors and optical devices of his Remote, so 
he can react to any Order declared in LoF or ZC 
of his Remote with Alert, Change Facing, Do-
dging or with any Skill which does not require 
LoF to perform.

The Servant Remote always disconnects 
automatically if the Doctor/ Engineer is out of 
the game table (Due to Airborne Deployment, 
Hidden Deployment…) or if he falls Uncons-
cious or Dead. A disconnected Remote stands 
still and cannot receive Orders or perform 
AROs. An Immobilized (IMM) Marker must 
be placed beside the base of a disconnected 
Remote. The Remote connects automatically, 
without spending any Order or Short Skill, 
at the end of an Order in which the Doctor/ 
Engineer comes back from Unconscious state 
or enters the game table.

Contrary to Ghost: Synchronized, there is no 
limit in the operating distance between the 
Servant Remote and its Doctor/ Engineer.

Servant Remotes are Not Impetuous figures, so 
they cannot be activated with Impetuous Orders.

Remotes with Ghost: Servant which possess 
the Airborne Deployment (AD) Special Skill 
can be deployed by spending 1 Order from 
the Order Reserve or, if the player prefers, by 
using the same Order through which its Do-
ctor/ Engineer is deployed, without requiring 
the spending of an additional Order. In such a 
situation, they must be deployed at the same 
time and from the same side of the game 
table, or using the same Circular Template, as 
their Doctor/ Engineer.

Remotes with Ghost: Servant also have the G: 
Remote Presence Special Skill.

Remotes with Ghost: Servant don’t provide 
Victory Points to the enemy and are not coun-
ted as casualties for the Retreat! rule.

If the Doctor/ Engineer is hacked (If he is liable 
to be hacked) or if he receives a hit from E/M 
Special Ammunition and fails his BTS roll, his 
Remote will disconnect automatically because 
its link is interrupted. The Remote will connect 
again at the end of the Order in which the 
Doctor/ Engineer is freed from the hacking 
or his equipment is repaired. A sepsitorized 
Doctor/ Engineer can use his Ghost: Servant in 
the normal way.

Ghost: Synchronized
With this Special Skill a non-Hacker minia-
ture can control an auxiliary Remote which 
has synchronized its Ghost with his. This is 
an automatic Special Skill and it does not re-
quire the spending of any Orders or making 
any rolls to use it.

The Controller and the Remote only provide a 
single Order to the Orders Reserve and both 
are activated with only one Order. It is manda-
tory both figures belong to the same Combat 
Group where they count as a single figure.

A Synchronized Remote basically replicates 
the actions performed by its Controller. To act, 
the Controller and the Remote must declare 
the same Order, but it is not necessary they 
have the same target. If one of the two figures 
cannot perform the complete Order (the Long 
Skill or both Short Skills of the Order), he will 
be inactive and he will not perform the Order. 
However, if he can only perform one of the two 
Short Skills of the Order, then he will perform 
that single Skill, while the other figure will 
perform the complete Order.

As they are activated by one single Order, the 
Controller and the Remote will provide a single 
ARO to each figure with LoF to either or both 
of them. If they cross a Suppression Fire (SF) 
zone, both can receive shots from the shooter 
maintaining the SF.

The Controller and the Remote each get their 
own ARO in reaction to every Order declared in 
their LoF or inside their Zone of Control. Those 
AROs must be the same for both figures, ap-
plying the Ghost: Synchronized rule regarding 
the execution of Orders.

The Controller can see through the sensors and 
optical devices of his Remote, so he can react 
to any Order declared in LoF or ZC of his Remo-
te with Alert, Change Facing, Dodging or with 
any Skill which does not need LoF to perform.

The Remote must be always inside the Zone of 
Control of its Controller. The Synchronized Re-
mote always disconnects automatically when 
is out of the Zone of Control, or if the Controller 
falls Unconscious or Dead. A disconnected 
Remote stands still and cannot receive Orders 
or perform AROs. An Immobilized (IMM) 
Marker must be placed beside the base of a 
disconnected Remote. The Remote connects 
automatically, without spending any Order or 
Short Skill, at the end of the Order in which it 
is once again inside the Zone of Control of its 
Controller, or at the end of an Order in which 
the Controller comes back from the Unconsci-
ous state.

Ghost: Synchronized works in the same way 
when the Controller has more than one Remo-
te. In this situation, the Controller and all his 
Remotes are activated with only one Order.

Remotes with Ghost: Synchronized also have 
the G: Remote Presence Special Skill.

Remotes with Ghost: Synchronized don’t pro-
vide Victory Points to the enemy and are not 
counted as casualties for the Retreat! rule.

If the Controller is hacked (If he is liable to be 
hacked) or if he receives a hit from E/M Special 
Ammunition and fails his BTS roll, his Remote 
will disconnect automatically because its link 
is interrupted. The Remote will connect again 
at the end of the Order in which the Controller 
is freed from the hacking or his equipment is 
repaired. A sepsitorized Controller can use his 
Ghost: Synchronized in the normal way.

A Controller can be Synchronized with a 
creature like a Pupnik, instead of a Remote. 
In this situation, and when it is allowed in an 
Army List, the G: Synchronized rule is applied, 
replacing the word “Remote” with the name of 
the creature (Pupnik, for example).
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If the Controller is Impetuous, then the syn-
chronized creature (Or creatures, but never 
Remotes) will be as well, but, as with normal 
Orders, both only provide a single Impetuous 
Order, which activates them all.

Hyper-Dynamics
The owner of this Special Skill is able to 
anticipate the direction of an imminent 
threat and plan movements in split seconds 
to move in the opposite direction.

In game terms, this Special Skill provides a 
positive Modifier to the Dodge Roll. There 
are three levels of Hyper-Dynamics:

-Level 1. Provides a Modifier of +3 to PH, 
only applies to Dodge Rolls.

-Level 2. Provides a Modifier of +6 to PH, 
only applies to Dodge Rolls.

-Level 3. Provides a Modifier of +9 to PH, 
only applies to Dodge Rolls.

i-Kohl
Special Skill based on emission of a range of 
designed pheromones and other powerful 
biochemical substances which saturate the 
sensory receptors of adversaries, human or 
not, who must be in base contact with the 
user. 

The i-Kohl applies a negative Modifier to the 
CC Attribute of opponents in Close Combat 
with its user. The i-Kohl has no effect on 
figures with the STR Attribute. This is an au-
tomatic Special Skill and it does not require 
the spending of any Orders or the making 
of any rolls to use it. There are three levels 
of i-Kohl:

Level 1. When its bearer is engaged in Close 
Combat, the i-Kohl provides a –3 Modifier to 
the CC of all those who are fighting against 
him.

Level 2. Works exactly the same as Level 1, 
but applies a –6 Modifier to the CC attribute.

Level 3. Exactly the same as Level 1, but 
applies a –9 Modifier to CC.

Mechanical Transmutation
The figure which possesses this Special Skill 
can change to a predesigned form. The 
transformation from one shape to ano-
ther requires only the spending of a Short 
Movement Skill from an Order. Mechanical 
Transmutation allows the miniature to 
alternate freely between the different forms 
it has available. It is not allowed to trans-
mute in ARO. In the Deployment Phase, the 
player must indicate which shape the figure 
is deployed in.

Meta-Agility
Evolutionary or artificial enhancements 
have provided the owner of this Special Skill 
with great agility, giving him movement 
capabilities superior to the human standard. 
Meta-Agility allows overcoming of any 
obstacle with ease.

In game terms, Meta-Agility means the fi-
gure has the Super-Jump and Climbing Plus 
Special Skills. This Special Skill is automatic 
and does not require spending of Orders or 
dice rolls to use.

Minelayer
Minelayers secure their force’s deployment 
zone by placing Mines in close proximity to 
prevent the approach of enemy troopers. 
During Deployment, figures possessing 
this Special Skill can place inside their ZC a 
Camo Marker which represents a camoufla-
ged Mine, or a Marker representing the dep-
loyable weapon with which he is equipped 
(E/Mauler, Deployable Repeater…).

It may not be placed if any enemy troop is 
inside the area of effect of the deployable 
weapon. If the figure deploys using the 
Infiltration Special Skill and fails the PH roll, 
then a Mine Marker will be placed instead of 
a Camouflage marker. The Minelayer Special 
Skillis automatic and it does not require the 
spending of any Orders or the making of any 
rolls. The deployed weapon or equipment 
must be deducted from those carried by the 
figure.

Natural Born Warrior
A miniature which possesses this Special 
Skill is especially gifted in fighting, with a 
combat instinct highly developed throu-
gh many hours of hard training and real 
encounters.

This Special Skill nullifies all levels of Martial 
Arts in Close Combat, as well as the Berserk 
Special Skill of adversaries. Moreover, 
Natural Born Warrior gives the Special Skill 
V: Courage. This is an automatic Special Skill 
and it does not require the spending of any 
Orders or the making of any rolls to use it.

Pilot
The figure with this Special Skill is the pilot 
or driver of a Vehicle or manned T.A.G. wi-
thout the Ejection System Equipment. Pilots 
can Mount/Dismount from their vehicles 
with a Short Movement Skill of an Order or 
ARO.

A Vehicle or T.A.G. which has lost all its 
Structure points, and is in an Unconscious 
state, doesn’t provide its Order to the Orders 
Reserve of its army. However, with another 
Order taken from the Orders Reserve, the 
player can Dismount its Pilot (as first Short 
Skill of the Order). The Pilot of an Unconsci-
ous Vehicle or T.A.G. has no Order of his own, 
and he doesn’t provide any Order to the 
Order Reserve. Pilots don’t provide Victory 
Points to the enemy and are not counted as 
casualties for the Retreat! Rule - only their 
T.A.G.s. are counted.

If a manned Vehicle or T.A.G. loses 1 point of 
Structure over its STR value, it is considered 
destroyed, in a Dead state, and its Pilot is 
considered killed as well.

Sapper
In the Deployment Phase, the figure with 
this Special Skill can be placed on the game 
table with a Foxhole Marker (FOXHOLE) 
beside it. In this state, the miniature is 
considered to be Prone and in base to base 
contact with Partial Cover in all directions, 
even though there may be no scenery item 
present, and it benefits from the CH: Mime-
tism and V: Courage Special Skills.

Foxholes are fixed positions, to leave them, 
in an active or reactive turn, requires use of 
the Get Up Short Movement Skill. Moreover, 
by spending 1 Order, the figure can dig 
a new Foxhole, placing a Foxhole Marker 
beside it and using the above rules. When 
a miniature leaves a Foxhole, it loses the 
CH: Mimetism and V: Courage Special Skills, 
unless it has those Special Skills in addition 
to Sapper. A Foxhole Marker is removed 
from the game table when a figure exits it. 
The Foxhole Marker cannot be used by any 
figure other than the Sapper.

Seed-Embryo
The miniature is deployed inside a life 
maintenance and body-developing capsule. 
When its body is finished growing and the 
information, plans and aptitudes necessary 
to accomplish its mission are implanted, 
the miniature will emerge from the capsule, 
ready for combat.

Troops with this Special Skill are deployed 
on the battlefield in the shape of a Seed-
Embryo. This capsule, which is heavily 
armoured, cannot do anything and only has 
ARM, BTS and W Attributes. It is vulnerable 
to E/M (being Immobilized) but it cannot 
be hacked. The Seed-Embryo stands still, 
without moving, giving one Order to the 
Order Reserve of its army until its player’s 
second turn, or until the next player’s turn 
following its deployment. At the beginning 
of its second turn, before the Impetuous 
Orders sequence and without spending any 
Order, the Seed-Embryo is replaced by the 
miniature, fully equipped, facing wherever 
its player wishes and able to act immedia-
tely. In an emergency situation, the player 
can, if he wishes, spend 1 Short Skill or an 
ARO to hatch the Seed-Embryo prematurely. 
The Seed-Embryo only can hatch reactively 
to any actions made by the enemy inside its 
Zone of Control or its 360º LoF. In addition, it 
is equipped with a stealth device which pro-
vides it with CH: Limited Camouflage until it 
hatches. If the Seed-Embryo is discovered, 
replace the Camouflage Marker with a Seed-
Embryo (SEED-EMBRYO) Marker.

Those Seed-Embryos which have the AD: 
Combat Jump Special Skill cannot be 
deployed using any other level abilities of 
Airborne Deployment. A landed capsule 
will hatch automatically in the player’s next 
turn following its landing; immediately by 
spending 1 Short Skill; or by spending one 
ARO during another player’s turn. As they 
are used to being deployed in dangerous 
areas, and lack the stealth device which is 
disabled after a landing, the capsules of 
Seed-Embryos with AD: Combat Jump have 
an Electric Pulse and a single use defensive 
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device, which works like an Antipersonnel 
Mine if enemy models approach within ran-
ge of an unhatched capsule. A Seed-Embryo 
that scatters off the battlefield will need to 
spend 2 Orders to appear on the border of 
the table, at the same point where it left. It is 
hatched when placed on the table.

Striga
A Special Skill which, like its vampiric 
namesake in Roman mythology, allows 
exploitation of an enemy’s Attributes for the 
user’s own profit. The skill allows the causing 
of damage to recover Wounds suffered, or 
the copying of enemy Attributes. Striga has 
two levels:

1.Striga Level 1: Protheion. This Special Skill 
is a biogenetic enhancement which allows 
the user to extract nutrients and organic 
matter from other living beings to boost his 
own health.

Protheion is a Close Combat Attack. It 
requires spending of a Short Skill or an ARO, 
without any roll necessary, and also requires 
the user be in base contact with another 
biological creature in an Unconscious state. 
Each Wound added to the user will remove 
a Wound from the miniature the user is 
absorbing nutrients from.

A figure with Protheion may absorb wounds 
until they have a maximum of 3 in total at 

any given time. This means a figure begin-
ning the game with a Wound value of 1 
may absorb up to 2 bonus Wounds, while a 
figure starting with a Wound value of 2 may 
absorb 1. If any Wounds are lost, they may 
be re-absorbed up to the maximum of 3 
Wounds in total.

This Special Skill can be used in an aggressi-
ve way, absorbing Wounds even if the user is 
yet to be damaged. Against foes in a normal 
state (Not Unconscious), Protheion is used 
in Close Combat. The figure with Protheion 
makes a CC Face to Face Roll against the op-
ponent’s defending Attribute, with success 
forcing victims to make a BTS roll against 
the PH of the user or transfer one of their 
Wounds. A victim of Protheion can lose all 
his Wounds, and his Unconscious level too, 
which counts as a Wound.

Criticals with Protheion absorb a Wound di-
rectly from the target, avoiding the BTS Roll.

The Protheion Special Skill cannot be used 
against figures with the STR Attribute.

Moreover, Protheion includes the V: Dogged 
Special Skill. However if it is used by a figure 
with the Shasvastii Special Skill, the Spawn-
Embryo rule cannot be used later, because 
the miniature will consume it to activate the 
V: Dogged Special Skill.

If, when using the Dogged Special Skill, the 
figure with Protheion regenerates one or 
more Wounds, the Dogged state is cancel-
led.

The use of Protheion is always considered a 
Close Combat Attack, this means this Special 
Skill cannot be used against allied troops.

2.Striga Level 2: Morpho-Scan. The next 
step beyond Protheion adds this complex 
Voodoo Tech system which allows the 
replication of the Attributes of any organic 
beings who are nearby.

The Morpho-Scan substitutes the MOV, CC, 
BS and PH Attributes of the user with the 
target’s, who must be inside its Zone of Con-
trol. All those Attributes listed are substitu-
ted when used. This is a Skill of one use only, 
the user can only Morpho-Scan one figure 
over the course of a battle. The Morpho-
Scan is vulnerable to E/M and requires the 
spending of 1 Order from the Order Reserve 
to activate it. Any troop, allied or enemy, can 
be Morpho-Scanned, except those figures 
with the STR Attribute.

Moreover, troops with this Special Skill can 
also take one weapon from the figure they 
have Morpho-Scanned. To do so, they must 
spend 1 Order from the Order Reserve, and 
the target must be in an Unconscious state 
and in base to base contact with the user. 
Morpho-Scan suffers the same restrictions 
on taking weapons as the Impersonation or 
Booty Special Skills.

ARO
Short Move SkillS Short SkillS loNG SkillS

Aro Use Aro Use No Aro Use No Aro Use
Change Facing Go Prone Alert hacking Forward observer reset Airborne Deploy AD Camouflage & hiding

Climb Jump Attack: BS Sensor Coma Use Medikit Attack: intuitive Cautious Moveme

Discover Move Attack: CC Dodge Doctor regenerate Attack: overrun AutoMedikit

Dismount open/Close Attack: Sepsitor engineer A: Suppression Fire Attack: Speculative

Get Up Mount/Dismount

Terrain Effects
DiFFiCUlty li Mi hi Sk WB reM tAG Mot v

DiFFiCUlt NA 1/2 1/2 NA NA 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2

very DiFFiCUlt 1/2 1/2 1/2 NA 1/2 - - - -

iMPASSABle 1/2 - - 1/2 1/2 - - - -

ECM Effects
immobilized Disabled

hi AutoMedikit Cube visor (all)

reM to Camouflage repeater vehicles

tAG Control Device eCM hacking Device

Motorcycle oDD Sensor

Weapons (See Chart) Forward observer

eCM has no effect on Ariadna Mines or Sensors.

Modifiers
Partial Cover -3 BS / +3 ArM low visibility -3 BS (No AD:3)

total Cover No loF (Use Speculative of Guided) Zero visibility No loF or AD:3, only CC

Dodging templates -6 Ph (Mines cannot be dodged) range See Weapons Chart

Speculative Shot -6 BS Camouflage -3 BS/Discover

Shooting into CC -6 BS to Camouflage -6 BS/Discover

Suppression Fire into Zero visibility Zone -6 BS Additional Models in CC +3 CC Cumulative

hacking Airborne Deployment -9 WiP Berserk +9 CC
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WEAPONS LIST rANGe
Damage Burst Ammunition template e/M CC

Short Medium long Maximum

AP Close Combat Weapon (AP CCW) -- -- -- -- PH -- AP No No Yes
Adhesive Launcher (ADHL) 0-4/0 4-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 -- 1 Adhesive No No No
Akrylat-Kanone 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 -- 1 (2 Uses) Adhesive No No No
Antipersonnel Mines -- -- -- -- 13 1 Shock C/ST Yes No
AP Heavy Machine Gun (AP HMG) 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 15 4 AP No No No
AP Rifle 0-8/0 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 3 AP No No No
AP Sniper Rifle (AP Sniper) 0-12/0 12-36/+3 36-52/-3 52-104/-6 15 2 AP No No No
Arma CC (Viral CCW) -- -- -- -- PH -- Viral No No Yes
Assault Pistol 0-8/+3 8-16/-6 -- -- 13 4 N No No Yes
Autocannon 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 15 2 AP+EXP No No No
Blitzen 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 14 1 (2 Uses) E/M2 No No No
Boarding Shotgun 0-8/+3 8-16/0 16-24/-3 -- 14 2 N/AP ST No No
Chain Rifle -- -- -- -- 13 1 N LT No No
Close Combat Weapon (CCW) -- -- -- -- PH -- N No No Yes
Combi Rifle 0-8/+3 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 3 N No Yes No
Contender 0-8/0 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 1 DA No Yes No
D-Charges -- -- -- -- 14 1 AP+EXP No Yes Yes
D.E.P 0-8/+3 8-16/0 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 14 1 (1 Use) AP+EXP No No No
DA Close Combat Weapon (DA CCW) -- -- -- -- PH -- DA No No Yes
E/M Close Combat Weapon (E/M CCW) -- -- -- -- PH -- N+E/M (12) No No Yes
E/M Light Grenade Launcher (E/M Light GL) 0-4/0 4-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 1 E/M C No No
E/M Light Grenade Launcher (E/M Light GL) 0-4/0 4-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 -- 1 E/M (13) C No No
E/Marat -- -- -- -- 13 1 E/M C Yes Yes
E/Mauler -- -- -- -- 13 1 E/M C Yes No
E/Mitter 0-8/+3 8-16/0 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 14 1 E/M No Yes No
Electric Pulse -- -- -- -- -- -- -- No Yes Yes
Explosive Close Combat Weapon (EXP CCW) -- -- -- -- PH -- EXP No No Yes
Feurbach 0-8/0 8-24/+3 24-32/0 32-48/-6 14 2 AP+DA No yes No

Flash Grenades 0-4/+3 4-8/0 8-12/-3 -- 13 1 Flash C No No

Flash Light Grenade Launcher (Flash Light GL) 0-4/0 4-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 1 Flash C No No

Flash Pulse 0-8/+3 8-32/0 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 13 1 Flash No yes No

Forward Observer 0-8/+3 8-32/0 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 -- 1 -- No yes No

Grenade 0-4/+3 4-8/0 8-12/-3 -- 13 1 N C No No

Guided Missile Launcher (Guided ML) 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 14 1 AP+eXP C yes No

Heavy Flamethrower (Heavy FT) -- -- -- -- 14 1 Fire lt No No

Heavy Grenade Launcher (Heavy GL) 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 13 1 N C No No

Heavy Machine Gun (HMG) 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 15 4 N No No No

Heavy Shotgun 0-8/+3 8-16/0 16-24/-3 -- 15 2 N/AP St No No

Hyper-rapid Magnetic Cannon (HMC) 0-12/0 12-36/+3 36-52/-3 52-104/-6 15 5 AP No yes No

Katyusha MRL 0-8/0 8-16/0 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 1 DA tC No No

Knife -- -- -- -- Ph-2 -- N No No yes

Light Flamethrower (Light FT) -- -- -- -- 13 1 Fire St No No

Light Grenade Launcher (Light GL) 0-4/0 4-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 1 N C No No

Light Shotgun 0-8/+3 8-16/0 16-24/-3 -- 13 2 N St No No

Marker 0-8/0 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 -- 1 (2 Uses) Dep. repeater No yes No

Missile Launcher (ML) 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 14 1 AP+eXP C No No

Mk12 0-8/0 8-24/+3 24-32/-3 32-48/-6 15 3 N No No No

Monofilament Close Combat Weapon (MF CCW) -- -- -- -- 12 -- Monofilament No yes yes

Monofilament Mines (MF Mines) -- -- -- -- 12 1 Monofilament C/St yes No

MULTI Heavy Machine Gun (MULTI HMG) 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 15 4//2//1 N/AP/eXP No yes No

MULTI Rifle 0-8/+3 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 3//2//1 N/AP/DA No yes No

MULTI Sniper Rifle 0-12/0 12-36/+3 36-52/-3 52-104/-6 15 2 AP/DA No yes No

Nanopulser -- -- -- -- 13 1 Nanotech St yes No

Ojótnik 0-8/0 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 14 2 AP No No No

Panzerfaust 0-8/0 8-32/+3 32-48/-3 48-96/-6 14 1 (2 Uses) AP+eXP No No No

Pistol 0-4/+3 4-8/0 8-12/-3 12-24/-6 11 2 N No No yes

Plasma Rifle 0-8/+3 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 14 3 PlASMA C/St yes No

Rifle 0-8/0 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 3 N No No No

Shock Close Combat Weapon (SH CCW) -- -- -- -- Ph -- Shock No No yes

Smoke Grenade 0-4/+3 4-8/0 8-12/-3 -- -- 1 SMoke C No No

Smoke Light Grenade Launcher (Smoke Light GL) 0-4/0 4-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 -- 1 SMoke C No No

Sniper Rifle 0-12/0 12-36/+3 36-52/-3 52-104/-6 15 2 N No No No

Spitfire 0-8/+3 8-24/+3 24-32/-3 32-48/-6 14 4 N No yes No

T2 Boarding Shotgun 0-8/+3 8-16/0 16-24/-3 -- 14 2 t2/N St No No

T2 Rifle 0-8/0 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 3 t2 No No No

T2 Sniper Rifle 0-12/0 12-36/+3 36-52/-3 52-104/-6 15 2 t2 No No No

Templar CCW (AP + Shock) -- -- -- -- Ph -- AP+Shock No No yes

Uragan MRL 0-8/0 8-16/0 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 3 (Same  target) AP C No No

Vira Rifle 0-8/0 8-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 13 3 viral No No No

Viral CCW -- -- -- -- Ph -- viral No n yes

Viral Mines -- -- -- -- 13 -- viral C/St yes No

Viral Sniper Rifle 0-12/0 12-36/+3 36-52/-3 52-104/-6 15 2 viral No No No

Zero-V Smoke Grenade 0-4/+3 4-8/0 8-12/-3 -- -- 1 Zero-v Smoke C No No

Zero-V Smoke Light Grenade Launcher 0-4/0 4-16/+3 16-24/-3 24-48/-6 -- 1 Zero-v Smoke C No No

LT – Large Teardrop, ST – Small Teardrop, C – Circular, C/ST - Circular/Small Teardrop, TC – Tripple Circular


